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Soviet nuclear disaster 'catastrophic

•-.>

WASHINGTON (AP)-U.S. Intelligence sources reported that the Chernobyl nuclear reactor complex in the
Soviet Ukraine experienced a meltdown Saturday, was still billowing
smoke yesterday and threatened another reactor at the same site.
Arms control administrator Kenneth
Adelman, meanwhile, told Congress
that Soviet claims of only two deaths
were "frankly preposterous" and
called the incident 'the most catastrophic nuclear disaster in history."
He said temperatures reached as
high as 4,000 degrees (Centigrade, or
7,232 degrees Fahrenheit) at the graphite-cooled reactor and added, "The
graphite is burning and will continue to
burn for a good number of days."
A ranking administration official,

speaking on condition of anonymity,
said that officials evaluating recent
intelligence "don't believe there was a
nuclear explosion per se," at Chernobyl. "But there was clearly a meltdown."
However, a group of physicists said
they did not believe a meltdown was
possible. Dr. William Havens, Jr., executive secretary of the American
Physical Society, said it would take
temperatures of about 5,000 degrees
Fahrenheit to melt the low-grade uranium oxide fuel. It would be hard to
reach temperatures of even 3.000 degrees in a graphite carbon fire, he said.
"THERE WAS no fuel meltdown,"
said Allan Bromley, a physics professor at Yale. But he added, "As long as

the fire continues, there will be a continued release of radiation."
In a meltdown, the heat of the nuclear fuel core builds up faster than it
can be released, and radioactive
material is boiled off into the atmosphere. It is a particularly dangerous
accident when the reactor, as apparently is the case at Chernobyl, is not
housed in a concrete-and-steel containment.
The Soviet reactor was not protected
Sthis containment building required
American commercial reactors, authorities said.
As of early yesterday morning EDT,
"smoke was still billowing from the
site. The roof had been blown off and
large portions of the walls (of the
reactor building) had caved in," the

source said. "And it seemed at the time
that (another) nuclear unit just above
it might still be in some danger."
The source said the U.S. government
was convinced there had been a huge
release of radiation, but that the most
serious radioactive fallout on the
ground occurred within an area
stretching out about 10 miles out from
theplant.
This official also said the intelligence
analysts were now convinced the accident occurred sometime Saturday.

REPORTS REACHING the State Department said Soviet authorities were
hampered in their efforts to put out the
fire because of the intense neat. They
were also concerned that dousing the
fire could create more radioactivity

than simply letting the reactor burn,
; to a source who insisted on

Adelman said those in the greatest
risk are apparently the inhabitants of a
village of 2,000 persons built to house
workers at the nuclear facility and
their families.
When told by a senator that the
Soviet Union has claimed that only two
people were killed by the accident, he
said that was "frankly preposterous in
terms of an accident of this magnitude."
"You have an air danger near Kiev
and a water danger if the core should
burn down to the water (table) line,"
Adelman said.
"There is concern over water con□ See Nuclear, page 3.

creates
conflict

Pit orchestra
fights for
credit hours
by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

A conflict has arisen beyond
the on-stage battle between the
Jets and the Sharks in the recent
University production of "West
Side Story.''
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Window seat

Only one face looks out from the large wall of faceless windows. Mike
Morrow, freshman radlo/televlsion/fllm major, sits on the second floor of

Harmon Hall in Founders Quad and scopes out the progress of tanning activity
along Wooster Street.

Shuttle crew prepared for burial
, DOVER AIR FORCE BASE, Del.
|(AP) - Seven flag-draped coffins holding
Ithe remains of the astronauts killed three
|months ago in the explosion of space
huttle Challenger arrived yesterday to
« prepared for burial or cremation.
Under cloudy, gray skies, nearly 150
ilitary personnel and civilians watched
j the astronauts' coffins were placed in
ilver hearses and taken to the base
to be prepared according to
eir families' wishes.
A six-man color guard carried the
nerican, Navy, Air Force and NASA
s, while a 37-member Air Force honor
rd saluted.
Seven astronauts served as escorts for
.eir fallen comrades.
The coffins arrived shortly after noon
i a C-141 aircraft, which also carried the
and officials from the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The plane left Cape Canaveral, Fla., at
9:34 a.m. EDT - three months and one
day after Challenger exploded nine miles
above Earth as most of those who were at
the space center watched in horror.
Thousands of space center workers,
many crying, lined roads as hearses
earned the bodies from a medical laboratory to the plane.
The Dover mortuary is the East Coast
receiving and embalming site for remains of goverment employees, military
personnel or their relatives.
Among those treated there were the 237
U.S. servicemen killed in the 1983 Beirut.
Lebanon, terrorist bombing and the 256
soldiers killed in the December Jetliner
crash in Newfoundland.

Base officials said the mortuary work
should take about a day.
Killed in the Jan. 28 explosion were
Francis "Dick" Scobee, 46, the spacecraft commander: Navy Cmdr. Michael
Smith. 40, the pilot; specialists Judith
Resnik, 36; Ronald McNair, 35; and Air
Force Lt. Col. Ellison Onizuka, 39; Gregory Jarvis, 42, a Hughes Aircraft engineer; and S. Christa McAuliffe, 37, a New
Hampshire schoolteacher and the first
private citizen in space.
Smith is to be buried Saturday at
Arlington National Cemetery with full
Navy honors and Scobee on May 19,
which would have been his 47th birthday,
according to an official at the cemetery.
Jarvis' family has asked for his body to
be cremated at Dover and the ashes
flown to his home in Hermosa Beach.
Calif. His wife, Marcia, and friends will

sprinkle the ashes into the Pacific Ocean
from a sailboat.
Onizuka's family has asked for his
body to be returned to Hawaii for burial.
A McAuliffe family spokesman said any
funeral plans would be private.
Plans for the others had not been
disclosed.
NASA has not determined the time or
cause of death of the astronauts, said
Richard Truly, director of the shuttle
program. Divers who retrieved the bodies reported they were not recognizable.
As a result, forensic experts had a difficult time making identifications.
Many experts believe the astronauts
died almost instantly either from the
force of the explosion or from rapid
decompression of the crew compartment.

appy 75th birthday to you, BGSCI
iJUIMonoc
The entire University commuis invited to a birthday
The University will be wrapop the 75th Anniversary
ration with a birthday
tomorrow, as the final
: In a year of celebration.
April Harris, chairman of the
Anniversary Spring Event
mittee, said the committee
• to have a University birth-

day party because they wanted
the students involved in the
event
"We wanted something fun
and lightbearted," she said. "A
birthday party seemed like a fun
way to draw attention to the
anniversary."

from the University Brass Quintet and speeches by President
Olacamp and Bowling Green
Mayor Bruce Bellard.
IN ADDITION, several birthday cakes will be served to end
the celebration.

Harris said the celebration
will start at noon in the Union
Oval.

Harris said the mam birthday
cake will be decorated and
shaped like University Hall and
there will be enough sheetcakes
to feed 2,500 students.

She laid the festivities will
Include a balloon release, music

University Hall was chosen as
«

the model for the cake because it
was one of the three original
buildings on campus, she said.
"People recognize and remember University Hall even
after they leave," she said. "It
was first used as the Administration Building, then for classrooms, and now it holds the
theaters. So it's been visible
ever since the University
started."
Willi Henoch, manager of the
Kohl Bake Shop and one of the

three decorators of the anniversary cakes, said the University
HafJ cake will be 12 sheetcakes
high and about four feet long. He
said the other sheetcakes will be
decorated with the 75th anniversary logo.
Harris said pieces of cake will
be given free to anyone who
walks by the Oval or attends the
celebration.
"We want everyone to come,"
she said. "Even if you can't
come to the celebration, please
stop by and get a piece of cake."

Tension has also surfaced between the theater department
and members of the musical's
orchestra over the number of
credits they were to receive for
their work.
"They (the theater department) intended to give us three
credit hours and they found out
they couldn't," said Stan
George, sophomore music major and orchestra member. "It
was a miscommunication problem."
In a meeting yesterday with
Robert Thayer, dean of the College of Musical Arts, representatives of the 21-member
orchestra agreed to receive one
credit hour for their work.
MARK DEAL, music director,
said because of University policy the orchestra had to put in a
certain amount of hours to receive one hour of credit. The
number of hours they needed to
work per credit hour was 60, he
said.
Ken Barish, sophomore music
major and a member of the
musical's orchestra, said the
orchestra did not have the 180
hours of work needed to receive
three hours of humanities
credit.
The group earned time during
the rehearsal period, which
started after spring break, he
said.
The members were informed
they would receive the one
credit at musical's second performance April 18.
Barish said at first members
of the orchestra were upset by
the decision and discussed not
playing for the musical.
"Originally there were a lot of
hot tempers and there was talk
of going on strike. We decided
instead of not playing for the
show and allowing the mix-up to
continue we wanted to correct
the situation," he said.
Deal said that in addition to
the members meeting with
Thayer they will meet with the
cast this week. The meeting will
be to discuss ways that similar
situations can be prevented in
the future.
George said he hopes the discussion will improve understanding.
"Our purpose is to create better relations with the music and
the theater departments," he
said.
Thayer said he was pleased
the orchestra members worked
to resolve the conflict.
"I have nothing but the highest praise for their maturity and
consciousness in doing what was
agoodjob,"hesaWr
™

Editorial
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Penalties no deterrent
Last Thursday marked the conclusion of two
semesters of hearings, trials and sentencings
centered on the charges against the 11 men arrested in the restrooms of University Hall.
The manner in which these cases were handled
by the municipal judicial system of Bowling Green
leaves much to be desired.
The University Department of Public Safety and
the Bowling Green City Police ran a legitimate
undercover operation. They waited until formal
complaints were received from people using the
restrooms before making a decision to investigate.
The University investigation was not carried out
as an assault on the sexual preferences of these
males. Rather it was an attempt to halt the offensive activity taking place.
The legal process in the city of Bowling Green
has countered the effectiveness that the police
sought in making these arrests. When the men
arrested are allowed to plea-bargain their charges
to indecent exposure or disorderly conduct from a
sexual offense, the arrests have no power in deterring future offenses on campus.
Two offenders - both University professors - received the most publicity after the arrests because
of their status in the University community. They
were let off with mere slaps on the wrist.
How does it deter others from doing the same
thing when the police make an arrest and the courts
allow them to wheel and deal for lesser charges and
subsequent lenient sentencing?
For those who believe the national attention the
arrests created will act as deterrent enough to
those contemplating using the restrooms for sexual
encounters, consider the case of Jamie Ruggiero.
Ruggiero, a former University graduate student,
was convicted in January on charges stemming
from his August arrest in the University Hafl
restrooms. He is now facing importuning charges
based on a second arrest earlier last month in the
same restroom.
If the treatment the courts gave those arrested
did not deter someone who was already serving a
sentence for the crime, can it be expected to deter
others or halt the activity?

Parting shots and a goodbye
by BUI Melden
"These born-again Christians
are such insufferable fanatics,"
the young professor sniffed,
plucking a piece of lint from the
sleeve of his Dior blazer. "They
think they're right and everyone
else is wrong." Concerning
which observation, a few remarks, and then I will be on my
way.
If one does not learn anything
else from a college education in
this country, one learns that
nobody is as intolerant of the
beliefs of others as the man or
woman who is forever criticizing "intolerance." The most
passionate defender of free
speech becomes livid with rage
when a street preacher shows up
on campus and begins quoting
the Bible; the most ardent devotee of academic freedom becomes apoplectic when a
creationist teacher comes up for
tenure; (he most committed
champion of freedom of the
Cress breaks out in hives when
e ... well, when he reads this
column.
To spend a few months on a
modern college campus is to
know what it must have been
like in the days immediately
6receding the Spanish Inquision. On every hand one encounters bigotry, dogmatism, and a
hatred of human reason. If one
somehow fails to notice this, it is
because one is dazzled by the
fact that the bigots and the dogmatists and thehaters are incessantly mooing about how "openminded" they are.
That, after all, is what a university is supposed to be: a
6lace where people go to learn,
) experience, to "broaden their
horizons," as the cliche has it.
Unfortunately, one learns all too
quickly that many "intellec-

tuals" have minds that are not
truly "open," but merely empty.
This is nowhere more apparent
than in the treatment afforded
the born-again Christian.
A Christian is a man or
woman who has accepted the
existence and validity of certain
absolutes. Naturally, this drives
the professional relativist, who
denies any and all absolutes,
absolutely crazy. To make matters worse, the Christian has, by
an act of his will, bowed the knee
to a higher authority, the authority ofJesus Christ and the Bible.
On the modern college or university campus, "authority" is
about as popular as AIDS: indeed, there are those who
proudly display buttons and
bumper stickers that insist we
"Question Authority." It is unlikely that they have followed
that advice to its logical conclusions in their own lives, but
nevertheless, there it is: "Question Authority," the dashboard
madonna of the smug and selfsatisfied.
The paralyzing question, of
course, and the thought that
causes the "intellectual" to
rind his teeth in rage, is, "What
they are right?" What if the
born-again Christians have
really stumbled onto something
that Is actually and objectively

true?
After all, if one has an open
mind, one must at least admit
the possibility, however slight.
One can laugh or throw tomatoes at the street preacher, but
the street preacher is not saying
anything new. One can curse the
Cainpus Crusader as a fool, but
the Campus Crusader is no more
foolish than the Apostle Paul.
One can claim to be offended by
the very mention of so crude a
concept as "Hell," but Hell was
one ot the major themes of the
Sermon on the Mount.
Born-again Christians are
sometimes arrogant and sometimes ignorant, but their Gospel
did not originate with Jerry Falwell or Billy Graham. The term
"born again" itself fell directly
from the lips of Jesus Christ:
"Except a man be born again.
he cannot see the Kingdom of
God (John 3:3)" But then, Jesus
Christ was, in the words of the
young professor in the Dior
blazer, "an insufferable fanatic." So insufferable that He
was crucified by men who felt
that they should "Question Authority."'
Not only by them, however.
Had I been on the scene, I would
have undoubtedly participated
in the crucifixion myself. "Say
Jesus, what do you think of

LINCOLN SITTING ROOM

Humanism? How about the
Women's Movement? Hey, Jewboy, what about Libya?"
And had the answers not satisfied my ideology or my paltry
party line, I would have s*
the hammer gladly, and lau
when I heard Him groan. L
now, 20 centuries after the fact, I
see, as do my brothers and sisters in Christ, that He was
wounded for my transgressions,
bruised for my. Iniquities. And I
ask His forgiveness, and miraculously, I receive it.
So now I go, bound in spirit, to
Pensacola, Fla., to study the
Bible with my fellow sinners. It
remains only for me to thank my
readers for their interest, and
my editors - Jill Trudeau, Mike
Mclntyre, and Don Lee-for
their great good humor, their
unfailing patience, and their tolerance for what are not always
popular opinions. Despite the
hostility expressed by those few
who have somehow resisted my
insights, the editorial offices of
The BG News have proved to be
a bastion of Yankee Hospitality,
and for that I am grateful.
Melden, a freelance writer
from Chattanooga, Term., living
in Bowling Green, is a columnist
for The News.

LINCOLN BEDROOM
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A fairy tale for the atomic age
"Rocky," it seemed, and that someone was approaching her. She dropped behind a nearby bush
and watched, mouth agape, as a dwarf with
rouged cheeks and TelePrompTer eyes struggled
down the crude pathway with his load on his back.
His load appeared to be a missile. Fear turned to
incredulity as Snowy dropped all pretense of
daintiness to confront him, startling him and
causing the missile to unceremoniously tumble
from his back.
"Just where do you think you're going with
that?" she admonished, in near rage. He ignored
her for a moment, stooping to dust off and reshoulder his prize, then smiled widely and introduced himself as Sleepy. When she again
demanded his destination he merely shrugged and
pointed off to the indeterminate distance.
"We're on our way to Nuclear Superiority Hill.
You can tag along if you like. Dopey'll be along in
a minute. He ambled past, whistling and occasionally growling aloud as if to frighten off some
imaginary bear.
Snowy was in no mood to wait for Dopey or
anybody else, so she wandered on, unwilling to
believe things were as bleak as they looked. She
grew tired and bored, presently came upon a
coffin-like glass case, and fell asleep in it. She
slept deeply, dreaming about Tridents and triads,
ana awoke at dawn, unrefreshed. Snowy then
proceeded to find her way out of the forest. At one
point she bumped into a red-caped wolf who
looked suspiciously like Caspar Weinberger, and
hitched a ride home.
Snowy marched in demonstrations, chained
herself to Nancy Reagan and participated in
protests, bolstered by the company of her halfsister, "Mama Peace" Cinderella. She gradually
became dispirited, and finally settled on adorning
her VW with a "No Nukes is Good Nukes" sticker
in silent protest. She found her prince, who looked
suspiciously like Jonathan Schell, and settled
down to raise a family of worries.

by Scott Munn
There once lived a woman so pure, so unpretentious and so bloodcurdlingly pretty that she just
had to be named Snow White. The sugary clouds
rebelled at covering a single ray of sunlight from
her fair complexion, the birds fought each other
for singing rights to her delicate ears, righteous
young men filled with blind idealism and 20/20
hormones slayed the nearest available dragons to
prove their love for her.
Snow White merely laughed at the sun, preferring the cool shade of the trees, turned up her
Walkman to shut out the annoying chattering of
the birds and referred her suitors to her numerous
sisters. She was in no mood for romance. She
wanted answers.
Over the years, Snowy (as she was known to her
friends) had become disillusioned with all manners of brinkmanship, balance of power and
schemes of "total-lateral" (as she termed it)
disarmament. Sure, nuclear catastrophe had been
avoided, and detente had temporarily reigned, but
tensions were again at a high.
Snowy was unsure that she wanted to bring
children into such a world. She had her dreams,
her ambitions and a large inheritance due from a
Keat-aunt good witch on her father's side. Snowy
d no great desire to be incinerated or even badly
sunburned by clouds of radiation.
Angered at public apathy, deiected by Reagan's
tough anti-Russian stance and frightened by the
seeming inevitability of nuclear stockpiling, she
decided to clear her perceptions with a trip to the
big woods.
It was spring at its psyche-altering best. The
trees and blossoms were too beautiful to describe,
thank God, and as Snowy entered the peaceful
paradise she noted a patch of timothy which was
covered with sparkling morning dew.
Her eyes watered, not at the magnificence of it
all but because of a childhood allergy to timothy.
She began to sneeze. She continued her foray into
the forest, sneezing her curls off. At one point she
stumbled and fell, tearing her hand-woven skirt.
She marched bravely on, sneezing and stumbling,
until she was thoroughly lost, at which point she
stopped both.
A familiar tune was drifting into Snowy's ears.
Someone was whistling the theme song to

Moral number one: If you've seen one ICBM
you've teen 'em all.
Moral number two: Even princesses get the
blues.
Munn is a freshman journalism major from
Tiffin.
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Letters
Students' voice
There is little chance the contract of Sandra Scott will be
renewed when Aug. 24 rolls
around. It is doubtful she will be
here that long.
Sandy Scott is the students'
voice in her job as attorney for
Student Legal Services.
Resigning to look for a better
job. It is likely that is what you
will hear from official sources,
the same reasoning they gave
for the departure of the previous
SLS attorney.
But can official lines be believed? That is a decision we
must make for ourselves.
According to Dr. Steven Ludd,
adviser to the SLS board. Scott
has done a "quality" job in
protecting students' rights.
Since Scott arrived at the University, she has been made to
feel unwelcome. University and
public officials alike have ex-

pressed displeasure at the way
she handles her job. She has not
been afraid to speak out at what
is wrong. She is making waves.
Since she arrived, Scott has
accomplished a lot. She has spoken out against the way Bowling
Green dry police respond to loud
party complaints. She has expressed displeasure at the Municipal Court's high fines for
small offenses. And whether
they were guilty or not she
made sure that the people involved in the "University Hall
incident" who came to her received a fair trial - despite the
protests of some.
She has not been afraid to
make sure the students' rights
were protected.
What has she received for her
diligence?
little support from her supervisors-the board of Student
Legal Services. She fights for us,
but the $2 we pay for that service
do not go to her defense.
Sandy goes to her meetings

by Berke Breathed
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and appointments, which IS
more bat the SLS board can
say. They seldom have enough
members show up to make a
quorum, which would enable
them to reach decisions.
Pressure and displeasure
from above, because of her
"wave-making," have frustrated her to the point of resignation.
Sandy often says it is the students she is fighting for. She has
also said the response from
these students makes the job
worthwhile. As students, our
voice is seldom heard. When it
is, it is seldom given the resp
and attention it deserves. It is
our responsibility, our duty, to
do likewise.
Sandy says the high pressure
and relatively low pay make i
highly doubtful she would wan
the job next year. That is sad
We need a person like Sandj
Scott speaking for us.
Phillip A. Scboed
OCMB 535
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Cemetery adds life to campus Pastor writes
from Africa
by Jerry Yamctsky
reporter

Since the founding of the University. Oak Grove Cemetery on
Ridge Street has been a constant
feature of the campus's scenery
and history.

The 23-acre city cemetery was
originally established in 1840
where the Ridge Elementary
School is located today. In the
early 18S0s, the cemetery and
bodies were relocated to its present location.
Matthew Hungling, circula-'
tion supervisor at the Jerome
library, who has done research
on the cemetery, said the decision was made because the city
believed the original site was too
close to downtown.
The cemetery has a historical
significance - many famous
University administrators and
professors are buried there.
Homer Williams, the University's first president, is buried
there. In addition, several of the
individuals who have campus
buildings dedicated in their
name are buried there.
Hollis Moore, University president before Paul Olscamp;
Merna Hanna, a state legislator; and Edwin Lincoln Moseley, a science professor on the
first faculty, are all buried at
Oak Grove.

Having chosen a perfect spot to work on a term paper about murder rates, Tom Petsch, junior psychology
major, researches the subject while sitting by a tombstone In the Oak Grove Cemetery on Ridge Street.

Nuclear

D Continued from page 1.
tamination," Adelman told a Senate
committee yesterday afternoon. "It is
on a river. We've got to assume the
water level is relatively high. The
burning core at 4,000 degrees is at such
an intense temperature, if it goes into
the water you could have serious, serious problems with contamination."

BRANDT CORRAL, a cemetery worker, said Bowling Green
veterans from five wars are
buried at the cemetery.
When the new site was chosen,
no one knew the cemetery would
be someday be located in the
middle of a college campus,
Corral said. The campus eventually grew closer to the cemetery as the University expanded.
This proximity has led to its
share of problems over the
years, Corral said.
"We've had litter problems beer cans, McDonald's bags
and some vandalism," he said.

gence reports said of the Soviet reactor
site: "These are definitely power
plants and not production centers for
nuclear warheads. But these are huge
plants that provide a major link in their
electrical grid. There are four of them
in a line at this complex, and none of
them are operating now."
More than 100 House members sponsored a resolution condemning the So-

THE AMERICAN government offered technical and humanitarian assistance to the Soviet Union at a
meeting of assistant secretary of state
Rozanne Ridgway and Oleg Sokolov,
charge at the Soviet embassy. There
was no apparent immediate response
to the American offer.
A source who had assessed intelli-

'STUDY—A—THON'

For some University students, campus life rarely offers quiet moments before
exams and summer preparations.
One former Bowling Green
resident doesn't worry about
seeking out quiet moments,
because he has written letters
to his family stating that he's
enjoying peaceful mornings
and evenings in Zimbabwe,
Africa.
Father Mike Tremmel, former associate pastor at St.
Thomas More University
Parish,
and Julie
Wright,
special education
graduate,
have been
in Zimbabwe for
the past
two
months Tremmel
learning about the country to
help its people.
Tremmel said he and
Wright joined three other
missionaries who have been
in Zimbabwe since the winter
of 1964.
Sister Joyce Lehman, pastoral associate at St. Thomas,
said Tremmel is living in
block houses with three
rooms.
"The houses don't have
electricity, but they do have
running water," Lehman
said.
After spending three years
at St. Thomas, Tremmel traveled with Wright to Zimbabwe for a three to five year
commitment.
In his letters to home,
Tremmel said he decided to
go to Africa because his

relationship with the church
needed to expand into an
overseas service commitment. He said he looked for
possibilities to spend time in a
Third World country.
"The Bishop (of Toledo)
encouraged me and a few
others to form a mission team
(three years ago)," Tremmel
said.
HE SAID the missionaries
are much like new students
learning about another culture, adapting to a different
life style, adjusting to the
climate, getting used to the
food and learning the Tonga
language.
"I had the chance to celebrate the eucharistic liturgy
in Tonga. Now all I have to do
is understand what I said,"
Tremmel said.
He said although it was
difficult leaving family and
friends, his new life in Africa
is very enriching and meaningful.
He said the Tongas live a
very harsh and challenging
life in the Binga District, the
most remote section of the
nation.
"There are few opportunities for their (Tongas) participation in the mainstream of
Zimbabwean life," Tremmel
said.
He also said the Tongas'
lives are simple, yet so many
suffer unnecessarily from
malnutrition and directly related diseases.
Tremmei, who is working
at a hospital (in Binga) on an
internship, said he will soon
care for these sick people
with the help of other missionaries stationed there.
Until then, he said he is
enjoying the Southern Hemisphere sky, watching the wild
animals usually seen only in
zoos and soaking in the bright

viet Union's "failure to provide the
world with notification and information
about the nuclear accident."

angrily demanded Moscow explain
why it did not quickly alert the rest of
the world to the disaster.

Meanwhile, the radioactive cloud
loosed by the accident shifted from
Scandinavia back toward Central Eu-

"It shouldn't be that way in a modern
society," declared Denmark's prime
minister, Poul Schlueter.
But foreigners living in Kiev said life
in the city of 2.4 million people appeared normal.

Poland ordered emergency measures, and European political leaders

IWi»E.i E*E • E*E ».E*E • E*E . E+E.E*E.EfE.»E.»E
113 Railroad St.
352-8130
open 7 days a week

sponsored by

Golden Key
what: a STUDY-A-THON for all students
- 5 hours of study tune
- free pizza and pop party fallowings
where: 220 MSC - quiet study
222 MSC-group study
224 MSC-tutoring
when: Saturday, May 3rd, 1:006:00
why: to benefit the MAKE A WISH FOUNDATION
which grants last wishes to terminally ill children
to benefit the students who pass their exams
to enter: -pick up your sponsor sheet in
OCMB '1403 or for more information call
(352-8531)
-all money must be returned to the registration table at 220 MSC on May 3

by Jarad O. Wadley
staff reporter

Congratulations

Sigma Phi Epsilon Beta Team
on yourt19* victory
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The Tradition Continues

VOLUNTEERS WHO CARE
Will you be in Bowling Green this summer?
So you need something extra to do?

1 Bedroom Apartments

tit

Efficiencies
$300 for the Summer

BE A PRE-REG
VOLUNTEER
Opportunities Include:
• Greeting New Students

* Tennants pay utilities at some locations

• Giving Tours
• Leading Discussions

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster St.
352-0717

1 Free Meal for Each Day Worked
Sign up by Wed. June 4 In 405 Student Services
.

rE

i
I
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2 Bedroom Apartments

$400 for the Summer

•
If

♦

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
$500 for the Summer
E. Merry Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments

•

*

NM VfMQ on PfwVIOUl Id 1*1

No loyowoyi.
Mutt prw«ni coupon with purchoM.
Coupon not valid wtth othor coupons.
Ont coupon par custom*.
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It's a living forhouseboys

by Amanda Stein
reporter
Free lunch and dinner. The
constant companionship of
women. The typical college
male could not ask for more.
For a few select men on campus, this dream has become a
reality. These men are the
houseboys in sororities.
Though their job may sound
glamorous to some, it is not
without drawbacks. They must
suffer dishpan hands and the
sore muscles that come from
scrubbing and cleaning.
For Ted Keyser, senior broadcasting major and houseboy at
the Delta Gamma sorority
house, the pros far outweigh the
cons.
"As far as the economics go,
you can't beat it. It's great when
my roommates go to Kroger's
and drop $80 and I don't have to.
When they're making frozen dinners, I get good food," he said.
In return for his chores, which
include setting out meals, putting them away, mopping, doing
dishes and cleaning the oven.
Keyser is allowed to eat his fill
at both meals and he gets $10 a
week spending money.
"I do a little bit more than the
job requires, but I don't mind.
These guys (girls) are like my

best friends," he said.
SINCE HE never had any sisters, the experience of getting
over 100 sisters all at once has
been very rewarding, he said.
"What can I say? I love girls.
I'm a people person, so it's a
great job for me," he said.
One of the rules at the Delta
Gamma house requires that the
houseboy not date the girls in the
house. Keyser said this has
never been a problem.
"Of course there are going to
be girls you are attracted to, Dut
Sou work it out. They're my
iends, though, nothing else/'
he said.
An added benefit of being a
houseboy, Keyser said, is the
information be has learned from
listening to the girls.
"For the last two years, I've
been exposed exclusively to female viewpoints. It's helped
make me more open-minded.
It's also kind of funny at times. I
hear how they hit on guys. A lot
of the time I have to bite my lip
to keep from saying something I
shouldn't," he said.
For Hal Howard, junior elementary education major and
the keeper of the mop and
bucket at La Maison de Francais, (the French House), the

Iob is one of the easiest and best
obs he has ever had.
"It goes beyond your regular
job because the people you work
with are also your friends. And
the food is absolutely excellent.
It's better than anything I've
ever bad in the dorms," he said.
HOWARD SAID he never
really intended to become a
houseboy.
"I had a friend who lived (at
the French House) last year, so I
was over there a lot. I speak
French, so I'm sure that helps a
lot. I think they look for someone
who has French-speaking ability "he said.
The French House does not
have a rule concerning socializing with the girls, which is fortunate for Howard since he has
been dating one of the residents
all year.
"I never expected to date anyone, but now that it's happened,
it's kind of nice," be saicT
The remaining 16 girls in the
house share a brother/sister
type relationship with him, he
"It's kind of like a family.
They include me in things, they
treat me like I'm part of the
house. We joke around and they
tease me a lot, but I tease them
right back," he said.

The KEY.
To Winning

BG News/Jacquie Pearson

Order your 1986 Yearbook
and you automatically qualify to win:

Hal Howard

m
LIGHTNING
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GRILL

A major new downtown full service restaurant operated by the owners
of the Real Seafood Company at Portside are now interviewing to fill
200 job openings for the following positions for both day & evening shifts
Line Cooks/Prep Cooks/Porters/Dishwashers
Dining Room Waitstaff/Host/Hostesses
Bartenders/Bus People
Excellent starting pa>

Applications being accepted between the hours of

1st Prize: 10-speed bicycle
Cook's, 1094 N. Main, B.G.

1

3:00-7:00 p.m. Mon-Sat at
Ponside Festival Marketplace

Toledo, Ohio
no phone calls please
Equal Opportunity Employe!

Sammer Storage Service
for your room furnishings
•OPTIONAL PICKUP
AND DELIVERY
STORE YOUR:

•LOFT
• REFRIGERATOR
•COUCH OR CHAIR
•BICYCLE
Call for info on
rates awl scheduling
352-3836 M-F 9-5
LOFT CONSTRUCTION

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

2nd Prize:
$100.°°
Gift Certificate

At Finder's Records & Tapes |
128 N. Main, B.G.

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY
[KEETCOOL FOR THE SUMMER"]

3rd Prize:
$25.°°
Gift Certificate

at Aspen Grill & Cafe
107 State St., B.G.
• DRAWING: Wed., April 30, 5 p.m. •
ORDER NOW it the KEY Office *
28 West Hall 1:30-4:30 p.m. M-F
or call 372-8086

OR

a

BG News Office
214 West Hall 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.M-F|
or call 372-2601

-0R|Mail the coupon below to 28 West Hall and be entered automat lea\\\

•"DRAWING: TODAY, Wed., April 30,5 p.m. •
- ORDER NOW - PAY LATER —
'calibrate 75 Years wluTusT
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Data
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Hat> eaUorata BG a 75th anrWaraary with a apacav. »
.mood JubHM •ditton ol tlw 1966 KEY Cplur. not only
IN. yw but 75 yaara ol growtti

0 Order Your fb
1986 KEY Now!
SPECIAL 78th AHUVERMRY PBICEII

ONLY $16.96

--* Free Air Conditioning
— Two Pooli
— All utilities paid for
all new summer only
leases

D ILL BE HERE TO PICK UP my yMrbook
wnan it nmn m Saptambar. 1966.
PIMM M my Duraar account.

O I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my
yMrbook. PIMM DU my buraar account an
•aYWonM S3." mamg cnarga md aand
my yMrbook to:

Summer Rates
1 Bedroom
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

$200.00/month
$275.00/month
$300.00/month

Locations at Palmar Ava., Napoleon Rd., S. Summit St.
• Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash Removal all included
* On site management
* Full-time maintenance
• Swimming pools at all locations

FREE STUDENT EXPRESS TOKENS
<
PROVIDED FOR TENANTS

'New for Fall 86

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
9-6 Weekdays, Sot. 10-3
eves by appointment

BSS&s

The most exciting part of my career as a
photojournalist at Bowling Green State
University is meeting new people and
capturing precious moments in their lives.
Each day brings another assignment and
another new friend. I believe I have
become a part of the University over the
past four years and 1 have grown as a
photojournalist with my experiences here.

While preserving the excitement of President Reagan's visit, the sorrows of the
Portage city residents or the dairy routine
of Frisbee playing on the University Hall
lawn, I have given a part of myself with
every published photograph. The following photographs are some of the ones most
meaningful to me.

Mike Laird Is heads up on his hisbee maneuvers

Elsewhere
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Reporters expelled
from Indonesia
BALI, Indonesia (API President Reagan, bearing a
"message of freedom" for
Asian allies, arrived to a lush
welcome in the Orient yesterday, but Indonesian authorities promptly expelled two
Australian journalists in Reagan's entourage.
A third reporter. Barbara
Crossette of The New York
Times, who had come on her
own, was also ordered out of
the country, allegedly because she had written stories
critical of Indonesian President Suharto.
Richard Palfreyman and
James Middleton, Washington-based correspondents for
the Australian Broadcasting
Corp., were ordered off the
press plane accompanying
Reagan. They were detained

briefly in the airport terminal
then told to leave on the next
plane to Tokyo.
Suharto banned all Australian journalists after a Sydney newspaper published an
article alleging corruption in
his government.
REAGAN AND his wife
Nancy received a sumptuous
reception upon their arrival
at this Indonesian island yesterday.
They were greeted by Suharto and his wife Tien and
led down a red-carpeted receiving line as young girls in
native costume tossed flowers in their path.
The president arrived here
at 7:10 p.m. yesterday (8:10
a.m. EDTI after a 16V4-hour
flight from Honolulu.
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$6.50
352-3551

Expires 5-10-86

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Justice Department says President Reagan must support Richard Nixon's claim of executive
privilege as Nixon tries to block
release of more than 2 million
pages of bis papers, according to
a published report
The department's unpublished
legal opinion says that an incumbent president is bound to
support such claims by a former
president, except in those rare
cases when it would conflict with
the incumbent's constitutional
duties, the Washington Post
says in yesterday's editions.

national advertising campaign
in January to notify women who
used the device that they had
until April 30 to file a damage
claim in U.S. Bankruptcy Court
THE RICHMOND-BASED
company was ordered to conduct the campaign after it filed
for protection from creditors
under Chapter 11 of the US.
bankruptcy code last August.
Robins sought protection from
creditors after settling some
9,450 of the 15,000 lawsuits
brought by women claiming injury from using the IUD.

A BOSTON NANNY
Live in child care for wellscreened professional families
in Boston area. We make excellent matches. One year commitment. Write: American AuPair,
Inc. PO Box 97, New Town
Branch, Boston, Mass. 02258,
or call (617) 244-5154.

Western Reserve University,
said Ohio would have 1.000 AIDS
victims within 30 months, half of
them in Cleveland.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Federal Housing Administration
yesterday told lenders to stop
taking applications for government-Insured home mortgages
because the agency has reached
its $57.4 billion credit ceiling.
One analyst said the action
would force conventional and
Veterans Administration loan
rates somewhat higher.
"The game's over, we're out
of business," Silvio Bartolomeis, the FHA's acting administrator said. "This means that
the public will have to rely on

the private sector" until Congress enacts legislation extending the credit ceiling.
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$5 HAIRCUT
30% off PERMS

SO FAR, AIDS has stricken
mostly homosexual and bisexual
men and intravenous drug abusers, Lederman said.
Based on evidence that shows
the virus can be transmitted
between men and women.
Lederman said, "There is real
risk that this disease will become epidemic among sexually
active heterosexuals, as well."

TOLEDO (AP)-A scientist
has recommended that communities along Lake Erie's western
basin should monitor their municipal water intakes for the
presence of toxic algae, which
have been discoveredin the lake
for the first time.
Dr. Wayne Carmichael of
Wright State University in Dayton worked with University of
Toledo researchers to verify the
presence of the algae in the lake.
He said monitoring should occur in the summer, when algae
blooms occur in the lake. Carmi-

chael said the population of toxic
algae is likely to be largest during these periods.
ALGAE BLOOMS are one
cause of the unpleasant flavor
and odor that occur during the
summer in municipal water supe obtained from Lake Erie.
e algae are believed to be
among the forms of algae in the
blooms.
Carmichael said there is no
evidence that toxic algae have
caused illness in people drinking
municipal water during summertime algae blooms.

Foilage reappears near volcano

FHA's regional offices and
large lenders were told yesterday to step processing new
mortgage applications after the
close of business at the end of
the day, be said.
Falling interest rates, which
spurred a boom in home sales
and a rush to refinance high-rate
mortages at lower rates, caused
the unusual exhaustion of FHA's
credit authority.

CORVALLIS, Ore. (AP) -Conifer seedlings are growing in
deep ash near the crater of
Mount St. Helens for the first
time since the May 18, I960,
eruption, researchers say.
The return of a soil fungus
helped the seedlings grow, Oregon State University researchers said late last week. The
mycorrhizal fungus is essential
to the trees' survival.
THE RESEARCH, part of a
$182,000 National Science Foundation project, showed the fun-
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gus had returned to virtually all
areas affected by the eruption
within two years.
Gary Hunt, a research associate in forest science, said the
fungus will allow trees to grow
even in deep ash, where the soil
and associated fungi were buried.
Hunt said conditions for plant
growth also have been aided by
animal burrowing, erosion and
road construction, which helped
mix the soil and expose the fungi
and nutrients.

DRINKING AGE 21?
Do you realize that the drinking
age will soon be 21? When you

<8REDKEN

return in the fall, look for
"The Alternative Bar"

products available

with this AD

fejiiraMV*
'W

A Justice Department spokesman, John Wilson, said Monday
night he was not familiar with
the opinion.
The archives had hoped to
release 2.5 million pages of
Nixon documents by June.
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on campus. Sponsored by BACCHUS.
Boost Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Students.

140 E. WOOSTER
352-0800

ASK FOR PEGGY
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THE 31-PAGE opinion, signed
by Assistant Attorney General
Charles Cooper, also says the
director of the National Archives, which is an independent
agency, has no choice but to
comply with an executive privilege claim by an incumbent
president, the Post said.

Toxic algae found in Lake Erie

CLEVELAND (AP) - A state
health official says 177 cases of
AIDS have been reported in Ohio
through April 2, but that far
more Ohioans may be carrying
the AIDS virus.
Dr. Thomas Halpin, interim
director of the Ohio Department
of Health, said between 30,000
and 40,000 Ohioans may be carrying the acquired immune deficiency system virus. Of those, 5
percent to 35 percent may develop the fatal illness, he said.
Dr. Michael Lederman, an
assistant professor at Case

I FHA mortgage loans run out
i

Large 11tem Pizza
2 Cans of Pepsi
352-3551

Reagan advised to retain papers

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) - The
letters and postcards claiming
damages from use of the Dalkon
Shield arrive from all over the
United States and 81 nations,
creating a nightmare of paperwork but a stamp collector's
delight.
After today's deadline has
passed for filing claims against
the seller of the intrauterine
birth control device, officials
estimate the list will include
more than 300,000 names.
The A.H. Robins Co., which
distributed the Dalkon Shield in
the early 1970s, began an inter-

AIDS virus possibly 'epidemic'
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Dalkon Shield claims end today

Expires 5/7/86

OPEN
MONDAY-SATURDAY WO-530
THURSDAY'S TILL 8:00 po
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Meadowview Courts
Apartments

3sence r

Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year
sccyrson4Mtr-J_

FEATURING

Furnished efficiency
$225.00

warren
fara^

One bdrm. furnished
$270.00
All utilities paid

landlord pays gas heal

FOR THREE NITES ONLY

shared electric

Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
MAY

Two bedroom furnished
$270.00
plus gas & electric

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas & electric

All residents have the privilege of using The Cherrywood
Health Spa located at V and High St.
Check out our low Summer Rates.

352-1195
"..: :'" ;

■:

214 Napoleon Rd.

■eaeaeaeaeaeaeaeaeai
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Loft Registration
for Fall & Spring
Semesters 86-87
Now to May 15
CM tor registration
form and Hit ol rates

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone

835 High St. — Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00-4:30

352-9378

Monday — Friday
Reduced Summer Rates
2 bdrm apt. as low OS »175/mo.
HAVEN HOUSE
Features
2 bedroom — carpeted 8 furnished
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST.
Gas heat — gas cooking
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST.
(Landlord pays gas)
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN
Laundry areas In each building
6th & 7th
Residents pay only electric
707 SIXTH ST.
Lots of closet space
818 SEVENTH ST.
1V4 both

w.

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has
been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
• Metoi Sauna

• Shower Massoge
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

A^l tM'f-7 QeW •

JUST BLOUSE ITS OUT OF PRINT
DOESN'T MEAN ITS HISTORY
Out-of-print materials should not be
regarded as unobtainable.

3523836
9-5 MF
Loft Construction
♦ 10% Discount il you*
mill youi Wt payment
MorrMtvlSdi

Kinko's Publishing Group's Copyright
Permissions and Reprint Services allow
professors access and use of out-ofprint books and journals.

kinkes
325 E. Wettiir SI.
(Across from Taco Bell)
354-3177

people
have survived
cancer than
now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.

Sports
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McClure still waiting
by Ron Fritz
assistant sports editor

Hie phone rang and the 6-foot7 quarterback got up to answer
It as the rest of the people in the
room waited eagerly.
"Hello," the senior signalcaller said. But nobody answered,
it was another prank phone call.
Along with watching more
television than anyone should be
subjected to in a whole week, let
alone one day. Brian McClure
waited with his family and
friends for the phone call that
would hopefully begin a professional football career.
The National Football League
draft started at 8 a.m. yesterday, and although McClure
watched it on ESPN for about
eight hours, he was still waiting
to hear from a team late last
night.
Tm not really disappointed
because I didn't figure on going
early," he said. "What really
bothers me is the prank calls. It
doesn't mean anything to them
(the callers), but this is my
dream. I've waited all my life
for this."
McClure watched as Purdue

"This has been very nerve-wracking. My
dad said it's like waiting for a mom to
have a baby and wondering if it's a boy or
a girl."
— Brian McClure
quarterback Jim Everett was
the third pick overall in the draft
and Iowa slgnalcaller Chuck
Long was tabbed 13th by Detroit. In the third round, three
other quarterbacks were chosen.
The Cleveland Browns also
used a seventh-round pick to
choose University of Kansas QB
Mike Norseth. McClure was visibly disappointed when he heard
that.
"Everybody has a favorite
team growing up and mine was
the Browns, the Rootstown,
Ohio, native said. "Right now I
want the phone to ring and I'll be
happy with anybody.
However, if McClure doesn't
Eet drafted be said he'd be
appy as a free agent.
"I just want to go to a training

Jackson top choice
NEW YORK (AP)-Bo
Jackson, Auburn's Heisman
Trophy-winning running
back, was the top selection in
the yesterday's NFL draft.
As expected, the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers waited only
a few minutes after the 8 a.m.
EDT start of the draft to pick
Jackson, considered by
scouts one of the best NFL
prospects ever.
The second pick also went
as expected when Atlanta
chose Tony Casillas of Oklahoma, a 277-pound nose

tackle who won the Lombardi
Award for top lineman in the
country.
The Houston Oilers surprised some people by drafting Jim Everett, the Purdue
quarterback considered the
best at his position.
Linemen dominated the
first half of the opening
round, with four offensive
linemen, four defensive linemen, two linebackers, two
running backs and two quarterbacks going in the top 14.

:l
APARTMENTS
2 BEDROOMS 121 STATE STREET
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED

camp and get a shot," be said.
"I just want a chance. I'm not
depressed. I Just want to prove I
can play.
The record-setting quarterback said be never had to
work hard to be successful. This
has possibly hurt him in the
draft.
"I never was pushed and I
never pushed myself," McClure
said. If I would have went to
the scouting combine in New
Orleans (La.) at 225 pounds,
able to lift 225 pounds 10 times
and run the 40 (yard dash) faster, I'd be celebrating now instead of still waiting.
"This has been very nervewracking. My dad said it's like
waiting for a mom to have a
baby and wondering if it's a boy
or a girl."

Slaughter, a 6-foot, 165pounder, was the 43rd player
taken overall in the draft.
The Browns did not have a
first-round pick, because of the
trade that brought them the
rights to quarterback Bemie
Kosar last year.
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707 A 711 Third St.
1 BR—Unfurnished
Furnished
715 & 719 Third St.
1 BR—Furnished
723 & 727 Third St.
1 BR—Furnished
Unfurnished
831 Seventh St.
2 BR—Furnished
840-850 Sixth St.
2 BR—Furnished
2 Baths
Forest Apt*.—S. Collage and Napoleon
2 BR—Furnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished

John Newlove Real Estate
For more details, call
354-2260 or 352-6553

by Ron Fritz
assistant sports editor

Bowling Green football head
coach Moe Ankney, who wrap
ped up spring football Saturday,
can't wait - for Aug. 15.
That's when summer sessions

start for the gridders.
"I'm looking forward to it,"
Ankney said. "I'm very, very
excited. Hoping to have a lot of
fun. Not everything can be fun,
but winning can be."
Ankney's enthusiasm stems
from the completion of his first

i News/Jacqule Pearson
New football coach Moe Ankney talks to the Falcons after Saturdays
scrimmage

Take Your Study Break at the

BGSU ICE ARENA

Call for registration
form and list of rates

352-3836,
9-5 MF
Loft Construe
* 10* Discount if you*
mail your loft payment
before May 15th

The big question everyone has
asked Ankney is about quarterback and who is going to
replace Brian McClure.
According to Ankney, sophomores Eric Smith and Jeff
Sandru are the top two candidates coming out of spring, but
that doesn't make much of a
difference.
"We still have summer ball
and whoever is the best on Sept.
5 will be my starter," he saidT
The former Arizona assistant
head coach said he wonders if be
was hard enough on the team.
"I hope spring ball was hard
on the players, but in some ways
I worry it wasn't hard enough,"
Ankney said. "Miami University and Ohio University aren't
going to be easy on them, so why

Purchase any 12" or 16"
Superb cheese pizza only... ■ '

4

$A99 |

AXFI
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The new Falcon grid mentor
said he had four goals coming
into the spring.
"First, we wanted each individual to overall improve as
football player; to make constant, consistent improvement,"
he said. "We also wanted to
establish good team moral.
"Third, we wanted to install a
basic offense, defense and punt
formation," Ankney said. ''And
lastly, we wanted to be a fundamentally sound football team."
ANKNEY SAID most of the
goals were met, but was reserved on some of them.
"Some players improved and
some didn't," he said. "And
moral was good at the start, but
tapered off because everyone
was getting tired of practice,
which is to be expected. Right
now, we're not fundamentally
sound, but we will be."

"I thought spring ball went
real well. The players worked
hard, I couldn't ask for more
from them."

8-10 p.m.

^QQQOOOOOOOQOOOOOQQOOQQQOQOQQOOOOQOOOQO^

1

spring practice as a head coach.

— Moe Ankney

For BGSU Students & Employees
with valid ID

i
11

Todd Hall started and
lasted three innings for BG.
Eric Moraw finished the
game for the Falcons.
BG feU to 16-19-1 overall
and 7-11 in the MAC. The
Rockets are now 25-13 overall
and 11-5 in the conference.

"Miami University
and Ohio University
aren't going to be easy
on them, so why should
1?"

Loft Registration
for Fall & Spring
Semesters 86-87
Now to May 15

Tonight Only

the seventh, but It was too
little, too late, as MacLoud
started and got the win for
UT.

Spring football concludes

FREE ICE SKATING/SKATE RENTAL

352-4673 Mon. - Fri., 7 a.m. to Noon
352-1800 Evenings and Weekends
ASK FOR TOM

521 E. Marry (near the Towers)
2 BR—Furnished

the Rockets while Kevin MacLoud recorded a save.
With UT leading 3-1 in the
top of the seventh, Ken Ospelt
nailed a homer off of Rosenbauer, but MacLoud came out
of the bullpen to halt the Falcons' rally.
In the second game, the
Rockets took an 8-0 lead after
five innings before BG got on
the board in the sixth. The
Falcons added four more in

BEREA, Ohio (AP) - The
Cleveland Browns, who were
forced to rely on their running
game last season because of the
inconsistency of their passing
attack, chose sure-handed receiver Webster Slaughter of San
Diego State with their highest
pick in yesterday's National
Football League draft.

We pay your gas heat and cooking
plus cable TV
Very convenient location to campus,
stores, laundromat and restaurants

Apartments Available for
Summer and Fall

Bowling Green's baseball
team dropped a pair of MidAmerican Conference games
to the University of Toledo
yesterday.
The Falcons were felled by
the Rockets 3-2 in the first
game and 9-5 in the nightcap.
Chuck Steward started the
first game, going the distance. All three of UT's runs
were unearned. Pat Rosenbauer got his seventh win for

Browns
choose
Slaughter

=>

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

Baseballers drop two to GT

Africa
And Its People

Additional Items $1"
Bowling Green 352-1539

A continent in crisis. A tontinent on the move.
Ancient vet modern. View Africa with a new
perspective. Understand its heritage and look at
Africa with new insight.

SAIL INTO NEXT YEAR
WITH SUMMER COURSES
AT JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY

lime limited! Study Africa through an exciting
new telecourve. View the weekly programs at
home or on videotapes in the library. Campus

c lasses meet only "» times during semester.
No prerequisites. Register now.
Call Continuing Education lor more information.
172-8181.
llhnu Sludir.
ITHN MOO 1 i rrdlls
S<-| lion \l, 114III

fill ree*

Session I
June 16-July 18

Ihursdjv M P»
Insl'ui lufs:
Dr. Irnrsl Ctumpmn
Dr. U" P*llisle»

Session II
July21-August22

Gain one year in one summer!

i

i

• Business
• Computer Science
• Education
• English
• Humanities

Mathematics
Natural Sciences
Religious Studies
Social Sciences
.. .and others

To get our Schedule of Summer Classes,
mall coupon or call (211) 3S7-U18

John
Carroll University
OnHmtinmmiiliwtm IWunHj nilrj>,oy»«UB
(*f_

*

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
COUEOC Of MNMCM
ADMMMTIUTION JUWOM
H your —u too rsiatee to your arse of
■pinltMiolluii. you may bo aSglblo to enroll
In HI MMMMO. asssawr In the Hi tor which
you eon MM up to 1 how* or credit Contact
Itw Offlco of the Oowi (in BA) lor details.
CUPCAKES BROWNIES COOKIES PET ITEM
Wood County Humana Society take Sale
11 AM to 1 PM-Mey 3 (Saturday)
Al Mooky ltooooo'*-17$ E. Woootor
DON'T ABANDON YOUR PETI
Whan you move out. don't leave your pal
<*Uaa II you can't take ran with you, find a
new home lor him III you can't, cat ma ANIMAL
SHELTER al 352-6631 or the Humana Society
at 362-7338
Order of Omega
Attend our la*t mealing tor the semesterI 04rlcara mini b* there and anyone who I* ktlereeted In being Secretary N will be Wed
April M •! »:0C In 103 BA

LOST A FOUND
FOUND MALE COLLEGE RING. 7TH FLOOR
LIBRARY CALL MARK TO IDENTIFY
364-4104
Lost 10"x 14 white pearl (man torn Tom m
case Last aaen 4-18 on top 01 1st floor Muaic
Butting locKars 120 Reward No quoabon*
Cat 352-5819
Loot Gold add-a-bead necklace {about 21
heeds 4) It tound please cal 372-6875 Great
sentimental value
Loat In Hayes Hal. Tuesday minature tape
recorder Reward 372-2823. wave message
TO WHOMEVER STOLE MY GREEN
BACKPACK FROM UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE PLEASE RETURN NOTES TO
OCMB 70S-NO QUESTIONS ASKED
DESPERATE!
LOST 24" odd chain and rnedium-sized gold
cross Lost in front of Rodger* Quad on
weekend ol Fab 7 9 Incredible sentimental
value! REWARD. Cell 352-4119

ATTN Quy n troprcal shorts. Sprtigfstl Ivan.
sungassee. wat w-trtsnoa noor bind at Stx
ngfeelat 12 30-1 AM-PLEASE CALL lomakl.
•ton*, warn i«ml*r. whom you <rt*M at
364-7806
BE SAFE
BUCKLE UP

Fast knpreeelona Springiest deexjn
the offlcw "Ttoie to party" thlrt
previously Kid out Now being
MM cat 362-6476
Tha wssk otay!

BG News/April 30, 19M 8

Mto* Arm Snavary
The big 21 las fmaty arrived and your* sta
looking HOT! I lov* Yal Your me. O.D.
Monday night-what a Past' Al Brattaus 1 met s
Jr 1 1-2 Wtat a guy! He's from DC What hepp*neo7 You eato-you'd cat me It •** Intereetod
Audra 372-1781
PHI BETA LAMBDA BALLOON DERBY Winners
1st-125 Oft Certmcete lo Uranan's Marti
Bayaden-OH Jeff ciatot-Md: 2nd -Dinner lor
Two al Sundance Mike Hovan- OH John W
Server. 3rd Batoon Darby T-Start Irom Falcon
House- Laura Lavma-OH. Vino* wmuer-Da
Thanks lo st who eupport the March of Dimaa

Fax ol al to da Ira* tody thai put so much
lime and eftort mto finding me Saturday night,
think you. I'm reefy gtod you rjd.
And toal ol al...Congratutottons to the
jraduaDrig seniors of Phi Dens Theta So kaf
tor you guy*; on* tost time "Game dock roads
10. shot dock OS, Bird over to Wenle. Want*
baaeana krmpor for throe. Urn, Gton. and told
Cavs wmlfl Good luck guys-Scarps 929

Pur cats
131 W Woootor
362-8284
SCOn JR : CONGRATS ON MAKING THE BG
CHEERLEADaNG SQUAD YOU'VE MADE MY
SENIOR YEAR THE BEST. BY BEING A GREAT
LITTLE. KEEP THAT FUl SPIRIT AJJVEI-SCOTT SR
Sue [Rcwdle Jr.) Ratteen
Thank* tor being such a great loommet*
masys Love, Both

TO MY FUI BROTHERS THANKS FOR A
GREAT 3 YEARS! YOU'RE ALL THE BEST
AND I'M PROUD TO CALL YOU ALL MY
BROTHERS! PERQE-SCOTT
Vane White. Tom Petty. Ted Koeppel and Annalto Furncelo- Uve at the loco Society Ok)
Thursday rsght-pe there!
8urf bftchoe from HeUUNITEIIIIII
Enough Said. Signed. Sho-rah!
UVE BAND TONIGHT!
"THE DflOOQS" AND
"AMATEUR BASH"
$1.00 DRINKS
MAM ST
362-3703

RIDES
NEED A RIDE TO ROCHESTER. NEW YORK
OR CLOSE BY. MARCH 14 WEEKEND WILL
HELP PAY FOR GAS PLEASE CONTACT
MICHELLE AT 353-7108 THANKS

SERVICES OFFERED
Have your special event video Taped Date Partie*. Formal*. Waddings. Etc Cal 353-1809 or
3528429
PREGNANT? CONCERNS?
Free pregnancy test
1 si Hope Pregnancy Center
143 E Wooster BG.OH
354-HOPE (4873)
Al services confidential
M. Th. 10 8pm T.W.Fri . 10-4 30
Sat 10em-1 00pm
Portable Toilet Rental 352-7318 Available lor
parties and other occasions
PREGNANT? CONCERNS' Free pregnancy
test Obtective mlo Cal now 354-HOPE
4873I Hour* M.Th
10-8pm; T.W.Fr.
10-4 30. Sat 10sm-1 00
Abortion
Free Pregnancy Tesl
Morning After Treatment
Center lor Choice
161 N Michigan
Toledo, Ohio
(419) 255-7789

Loft Registration Forma
Available for Fall 9 Spring Sam. t»J7Coa
352-3838. Monday-Friday, 9 5
Loll Construction

Groover Mom...
Congratulation* for being chosen a*
Panhaaenlc Gradual* Advtoor! Luv. Your Alpha
Delta
Heidi J Jute
Free at Last. Free at Last
Its Finely over and
War* Free at Leal"
But n has only Juat begun'
LtLMeanda
Hey Squirrel.
Wei better tote than never, you know ma. Happy Bkthdey. tha big 20. oh Too bad it s not 21
huh? Wei hope it's • good oral Love y*.
"Bun©*"
JOY GAYLORD
Congratutohora on your Alpha Xi-ZelaBelaTau
awaaartng lo Jell Love, the Alphe Xis
Kappa Seniors fl ha* bun a pleasure knowing
•I ol you Bast of took to our class of 1988!
Love S Loyaty. Stood*

THE 0J SYSTEM"
Setting tha standards m musical entertainment.
light Slww-Ccmpetltrve Ratea
Cal 353-4705 Ask for Dave

KsMHatoJ
Groat |ob on becoming tho Eastern area Vice
President of MAPCA! What an accorrrpashmantl
Love, your Alphe XI Sisters

PERSONALS

KELLY MARTO
Ccngratueatona on a greet BETA vlctoryl You
were larrifVci Way lo go DG's!1 Love. Km

'Delta Gemma Beta Team'
Brlgtd. Karon. Kety. Tracy I Trtcto
W* knew you could do It al along! (How bout
another victory top!) Lot* of Love, Your DO

MM
Al Paper Party Suppeea- 30S Oft
Floral Originals
518 E. Wooster
352 5141

LSAT. CPA. GRE. GMAT. MCAT
ACT, SAT. PSAT, NCLEX-RN
Don't compete with a Kaplan student.
be oral
CALL 362-8802 or 638-3701

GUESS WHOSE BIRTHDAY
IS
MAYS

Alpha Chi's-'Congrsluations on waning the
Beta 500 Spalt Award Keep the tradition going The Skj Ep*

11

SUMMER INTRAMURALS Entry forms for sum
mar Krarnuraa aril be araaaba m 108 SRC
beginning June 2. 1988 for Session I and pity
begins June 16. 1888

Gar* Leva 501 s. 20* oft
Joans N Things. 531 Ridge
GO ALPHA DELTS
Tha "UN'-OFFIdAL
Winning lime ol
-40.72 secondaBETA WAS OURS!!

120 Counselor S. Instructor Poeltlone Avassble
Private Coed Summer Camp m Pooono Mts .
Pa Contact Cayuga. PO Box 234BG.
Keneworth. N J 07033 |201| 278-0108

m

CONGRATULATIONS LAURA METKLER AND
CALVIN FOUGHT ON YOUR ALPHA CHI-THETA CM LAVAUERaNGI LOVE, LAURA'S
FUTURE ROOMIES KIM AND SUSAN

Dorms Homer Jennie Perkins a Masy Zurcher
Congratulations and good luck inftha future.
We're going to mas you!
Love, the into saaaa

One or twos
■sM to ■ eat •BRaaaaaaar. $IW-aas. Inches** at bat sstoarlcHy.
I544100.

HELP WANTED

Bicycle Tune-Up Special
Only
$1200

Carolyn Prevent
Corvjretuaaone on becoming Kappa Slgms
Sweetheart! Lov*. UN Atom Xra

Don! target Momi May 11th stop and pick up or
order on* of our aparaakl for Mother's Day
soonFloral Originals
619 E. Woootor
352-8149

LOOKINO FOR A FUN PLACE TO UVE FOB
SCHOOL YEAR 'M-I7I 2 fun-lovmg gttl Making a 3rd roommate A OREAT ALL hastened
Apt., dose to campus CALL 372-4822 Kaatly
or Pan al 372-4618. LOW HINT and a greet
atmosphere

Raqgaa Jourrayman
Back tor a MM Urns only
Reeta Uouee T-Shita
16 Cal Jim 362-8843

BUCKLE DOWN
and (tart
BUCKLING UP

DG's- Congrsheationa on wmnmg the Beta 600
Your Skj Ep Coaches

Stereo cabtat Evsrang* 352-1220
lor 8M7 year to replace roonmete tranelerma —h Mi aoBoa- UaHoialli V*n l>in
aasnl Coraaet Baaaa at t-**M

HEY QRADOATESI
CELEBRATE BY COMING TO SEE
SCOTT HAMILTON 1 OTHER PROFESSIONAL
SKATERS IN INTERNATIONAL STARS ON ICE
MAY 8-10. 7.30 P.M. AT THE BGSU ICE
ARENA TICKETS ON SALE MON -FRI
ll 30-1 30 AN0 4:30-8:30. SAT.
BOO-NOON
Lambda CM Alpha would Ike to congratuate
oat raw officers for '88-87. Proa Jell Ander
son. VPs Jtttl Thorpe and Geoff Cox, Sac Tarry
Sorrarva*. Trees Mark Mravtoh. FrsiEd Jeff
Htrtn. Rush John Bokaa. Ritual Chrto Adams
Stuttes DM Evans. Alumni Randy DeMuesy
Soda Jefl Bsgolow, IFC Jeff Wtechay. Sports
Mk* rataghan. and House Mgr Dave Evan*
Beet of Luck next yearl
MM KAa*»etAN--WHERE'S YOUR 0ATE?
BELrN-LEAVE ME ALONE a GET YOUR FACE
OUT OF THE SALAD! STAME -CAN YOU TELL
US WHY? DtONNEI THANX FOR EVERYTHING
YOU GUYS. I LOVE YOU WITH ALL MY HEART
1 SOUL BEST OF LUCK WITH EXAMSI GOD
BLESS TIM PS. SEND FOOD!
Want to Make (30. Please return the mounted
dear head taken Irom my apartment No question* asked, no charges creased Cal
354 4802 to arrange detara
Exam Specie! $18 85 per mght
Beet Western Falcon Pan Motel
Study A Raton In Prfvacy of own room
Aprl 27-May 1 and Mty 4-8
Continental Breakfast, free coffee.
eerty check m A tola check out
Advance Reservation 352-4671
Preaont vakd BGSU 10 at chock m

ASSOCIATE MARKETING REP
Ful fane summer poalfJona for oossg* students
and others $7 26 starting rata-houra Itoxbto
No sales or rrattg. experience required Al major* nay apply Fo Toledo- Bowing Green arts
residence For Interview cal 472-7110.
Artonoon Cceege Students
Want to work m hometown? Want to obtain
vatuabto working experience? Want to Sam
$2,000 nan wtat gafntng on the fob sxpartoncs? Only anvoatoua and srargstic psopto
ahouM apply Interviews o! 12 30. 1:30.2:30.
3:30 I 4:30 In Canal Room. Studsnt Unton
Thuraday and Friday May 1st I 2nd.

CUNICAL SOCIAL WCIRKERS-COUNSEUNG
PSYCHOLOGISTS (UcansssbH. rsgtorat com
murvty mental hsarth osntsr wan s locus of servtoss to lanvlsi I chadrsn Has opportunay tor
canlcel position at the. Finday. OH sife OpportunltMe tor out-patient, consuflation. evakatton.
movslTve treatment programs & outdoor odvsnture education programming Salaries from
$17,000-28,000$
$22,000 32.600 respectively with excel lrtoga benefits Sand vrta to Program Super
visor. PO Box 6263. Urns. OH 46804. An
E.OE.
Computer Trainee
$7 50-12.60 per hr . cal now
1-471-1440 Job Exchange
Only fa* $86 00-adv -k* mlo

Data Entry-Wl tram
$4.00 par hour, cal today
1-471-1440 Job Exchange
Only Is* $85 00-adv -tob info

GOVERNMENT JOBS

Need energetic, ethueaattc. and caring people
to set the Nations No. 1 health product*. You
are rsadaxj tha opportunity of YOUR Ifehme
Cat 352-8611 for tojsusla.
Now taking appscslions 5 hiring energetic,
her oworkmg lor bor poaltons and floor positions
al Buttone Appfy deity altar 8 p m except Mondays

Programmer $22-27.000 par year
Htmg now, cal today
1 471-1440 Job Exchange
Only lee $65 00 adv rob mto

Resort Hole*. Cruae Lira* $ Amusement
Parka are now *cc*pltng aopsostlona for
employment' To receive sn sppftoatton and Information, write Tourism Information Services
P.O. Box 7881 Hston Head stand. SC 28838

tdiied b> I rod* MkhelJaffr
ACROSS
i H«iiev * ftead
5 Hatty nirOor
craft
9 Separated
14 Lyrical poems
i$C4tnUSSn c-ty
16 Danisn islands
17 Mineral deposit
te Greek god
i9 Picture holder
20 T'.c«le
21 Generous
23 Useful
25 My to MarcellO
26 Respect
28 Laugned
33 Thanh you to
Mau"ce
34 Jog
35 Mam raw
36 Wood sorre*
37 Toucned lightly
40 PuSly narpor
craft
41 Wonder'ul
43 Bluster
44 Within P.0..*
46 See — (agree)
46 Snows pleasure
49 Mad A«e output
50 - de
resistance
5t Eitensive
56 Mountain .n
Thessaiy
59 SCI'I figure
60 Stouts relatives
61 Or ota
62 Equals
63 Harbor craft
64 Otheiio role
65 Martinique
volcano
66 — precedent
67 Sobert
DOWN
1 K.rvd of feet or
shoulder
2 Scent
3 One way to eat
aleak
4 Sterne
5 StartrOft a
quarters

6 Rad-urn
discoverei
7 Designer
Cassmi
8 Rmse
9 Social garnering
10 imitates
11 Smelt —
12 European
capital
13 word with up o*
off
22 Snow feeting
24 Spr>ng ftower
26 love to 25
AcrOSS
27SPO.I
20 Thirst lo»
29 Anticipation
30 Bridge coup
3i Harden
32 Pamter of
dancers
34 Saiver
36 Saiad plant
39 - novel
42 Whatnot

45 Capital of
Cyprus
47 Danish seaport
48 Midday nap
50 FOKJ
5t One of me
Reindeer
people
52 Downwind

53 Louis Canadian rebel
54 Hachs
55 Cosmetic
ingredient
57 Herb
58 Stravinsky
ballet score

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

M or F rmle wanted tor Fat 1888-Spnnc
1887. 354-1386, attar 7pm

Summer Only Male and lemele Costumed
DsaVsry People Ntos appearance VERY
OUTQOfNO Good Pay Hour* wl vary Cal th*
I3*toonmsn 362-8081

Roommates needed lor large house summei
only Own room, cats welcome Cal 353 7584
or 352-6818.

r

Temporary Help Wanlad
Must be avaaaba August 20
Appfy at fOnko't
325 E. Wooslar

-HOUSE FOR RENT-- 304 E Court St.. 1
ueteaVl apt.-2 bedroom. 1 donmataas apt -4
bedroom Reduced rani tor summer Cat
1-828-1834
1 bdrm apts for May I August Oder home In
ouat nekjhbortrood Some with nrepacee 1 yr.
aats. $210-22000
362-8882. Crazy
ecradut*. I no snsarsr days, cal snsr 8pm
1 mate and lemele roommate needed for apt
nsxt year $676 a semester Cal Todd 2-5725
or 2-5228
2 bedroom tumahed apartments
848 Sixth St $450 mo plus alec
362-8457 between 12 4pm

362-7464

IsVjia* *a«l Shstersll
Today a the asl day lo return spptcslBnt to
426 Student Ssrvto** sWBSsaaS meeting for
st those mtaieetod-Thur* May 1 st 7:00 p.m
m 2nd Boor Studsnt Service* Bfdg

2 bedroom tumahed apertmonts $600 turn
mar, kidudt* frss movto channel and central an
conditioning 352-2683

Warn to aee th* Stg Apple?
I'm s 1886 BG Gnsd whoee yeer as a Mothers
Helper m the New York arse a up If you're m
lereeted m bamg my replacement cal Mary
Oaaser at 914 238 5256

■Thuraen Manor Apartment*
Ftary Carpeled. At Conditioned
Cable TV. Fumahsd Efflctoncy $
Laundry FscaWee Apptcations for
Summar and Fal at 461 Thuratln Avs
Across from Offenhauer Towers
352-5435

Food Servers
Vidor's Wsterfront Cefe
now accepting sppscatlona for
lul $ pt -ana food servers
Appfy al o» office boadrng
4010 Columbus Aye. Ssndutky. OH 44870
or Phone 828-6287

2 bsdroom duplex for rant Summsr 1888 138
Lahmen Ave. Graduate studsnt* welcome
352-4176
2 bedroom unfurnished apartments lor summer
> 1*1 Summer rate, available Cal 352-5822
5 bedroom house near campus
FOR SUMMER
362-6822

FOR SALE
new

621 E. MERRY. 2 bdrm. turn. 4 parsons, new
Offenhauer nsaaorabto rates 2 units avail.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
354-2260 or 362-6563.

•A-trams Loft!- UnMrsfty approved Easy to
eaoemba Excesant condition Sturdy' '$75*
2-8112.

APARTMENT FOR RENT FOR SUMMER
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. SPACIOUS 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT CALL 354-8817

1873 OUs Data SB taWtaaS v-8, at back
on wMe This Is the SO "Joe. Don't mat n
$1200 or beet offer 354-6803, Gu*

Apartments tor Summer and Fal
Preferred Properties Co
Cal 352-8378

1874 Buk* Opel FM atorso. cststtts. $400
Paaa was, loa ru*t Cal Tom 372 1937

Avsaaba lor summer 2 bdrm dose to campus
Rtnt $265 -NEGOTIABLE. Plesss call
354-4004
Bedrooms lor summer 1-2 block from campus
Fumahsd, washer-dryer Cal John after 4 p.m.
364-0812

1979 VW Rabbit
Good condtobn
OH 362-1480 after 5 p m or weekende
1882 Yamaha Seca 550 4300 msaa Bale a
brand raw Must See! Fist $ 1000. 364-6803
Qua.
1883 Suzuki GR 850 Bought now 6-86
3.300 msss Exceesnl shape Best otter
352-7264.
2 AKC regtstsred mmistur* Scraauzsr* Fo
more IrrfcmratJon cal Kim 372-4282
3 toot dorm size refrigerator with working
trsusr Exceesnl condition $126. Ask for
Eatrabeti or Kathy 372-3573.
76 Triumph Spfrflre
Cofwersbto. Good condition.
bast offer 364-7400

A frame toll wtti carpeted sktobosrds $80 00
or beet offer Paaae cal Shetyal 352 8321 or
372-4742.
Baby Fsnst*
$30.00 each
Phone 688-7462
For Sato: Stsrso $276. on* bed loft $35
couch $15 CM Tracy 3722091. effete Cat
354-8802.
latosr tan itorntstTS itSajafstui for sea. Excetenl cononon--$80 00
CM 363-1804
taartngs.

Sacurtty Officer $5-7 00 per hour
W» Iraki, cal now
1 471-1440 Job Exchange
Only fas $85 00-adv -fob mto

FOR RENT

2 bedroom tumahed apartments
Summer Less** Only

FACTORY WOtKER MJS-HOUN
CALL TOOAY. NOW tWtHO
1-471-1440 Job Exchange
Only to* $86 00 -adv -Job mlo

78 VW Rabbi. Needs brsk* work Bast offsT
must set Immeaelety 372-4841.

Pubic nitotlnno Director
$26.832-31.032 per year cal today
1 471 1440 Job Exchange
Only las $86 00-adv -lob mto

1 to 3 female roommates needed for Summei
86 Ntoa. large apt. 2 lul belhe. lurnalad Cal
Deb at 353 8206.

roommate for summer to share 2
bedroom-2 bath apartment wrrh pool Cat
352-4628

The Onto Pubic Irrlereet Campaign. Ohio'*
targost $ most successful consumer $ en
vtonmentaf boby fas numerous summer & tul
arns posttons saaehll Seeking energetic
woman $ man Iwsrsitod m working tor en
vtumantol protsctton-control of toxic hazards
$ toturano* I uBtty rate reform $180 wk to
Mart Cal 241-8083 for mtervtew app't
Noon-Spm M-F

1874 Porsch* 814 2.0 Msr 1 owrvar GoOc
condition $3500 n*gotabto 352-4238.

MOBILE FOOD SERVICE
Dynamic and progressive Food concession
Company seeks JnoVtrtuaa for Managers to
work Special Events and lesltvars Growth
polsnoal unamited Some travel required Greet
opportunity snd tun for Studsnt* end
Graduating Seniors For interview cal Mr ol
Mra. Weber (Cleveland. Ohio)
1-216-234-1611

Ferrate Roommates wanted lor Summer tc
•ubat house Cal 353-2805

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACTIVISTS

1974 CUTLASS GOOD CONDITION-MUST
SELLII $325 OR BEST OFFER CALL DIANE
AT 352 2260-TOOAY

Marketing Representative
Entry level, cal today
l 471 1440 J» Exchange
Only Fas $85 00-Adv -Job Into

1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
86-87 SCHOOL YEAR. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2
BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT LOW
RENT CALL CATHY AT 372 4807

FEMALE NEEDS 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
FOR B6-'87 SCHOOL YEAH. (LARGE
TOWNHOUSE!) CALL 354-7506 FOR INFOR
MATtON

$16.04O-$5B.230-

w.
Now Hying Cal 1-805-887-600O Ext R 9849
lor currant Isdsrsf sat

tooort Reoar OmaUl fat. si scoeoe) IIW.
Pisiinln until isinto
at, rsoaofaSIri
nil IS astta sat staaaaa a) speakers mctoded) tad or beat offer. Can Aatrt „ r»b al
MM IIS e«L 211 or 217 after 4 p.m. Lean

WORKING COUPLE NEED ASSISTANCE ON
SATURDAYS WITH HOUSECLEANING. LAUNORY AND BONING MUST HAVE TRANSPORTATION $4-HR CALL 354 1021 AFTER 8.

'77 Mustang New Bras, new brakes
nsdator Great buy-Cal 353-5205

Frach's BU Boy m Porrysburg. Fremont P»e.
now accaptng first sraft appscatxjns lor
wetlrsss wMHn, host-hoststs, cssnar 1 drive
thru. Apply m person.

Stuoante-Sev* Money!
Mobts home for sale New cerpeBng » skirting
Cal 352-8825 after 8pm.

Toledo s rawest raVjMcsub restaurant wants
your expenenoe OJ's. ws» start, kitchen hsto,
usiasiidsrs I taxxvwttaf*. Apply m parson.
Gtaaa City Doardwal'.. 27820 E. Broadway.
Mosra, OH. 43486. 838-7826

CRUBESHfPS AIRLINES. HIRINGI
Summer, Career. Oversees' Call for
Outde.Coasitti. Newsservice 816-844-4444
1st

WANTED

2 females deeperately seeking a pace to rorrl
tor FeJ tarraalar only Prefer 2 bedrooms. WV
•buaese Ptoeee cat 354-1831 or 353-1000

CLEVELAIaD AREA r«8|OENT$
Ful nm* summer help wanted
$7.26 to Start. Several Openings
Al mstors ooraktared
mtervaws held Friday May
8, 10.$ 12 Cal
765-0015

MAMIYA-U 35 mm for safe $85 or B O.!"■»
raw. Also lor an SLR-a OSS* $16. • skyaght
■tor 62 nan. new. $8. or bsst oftars
354-7808.
ONKYO TURNTABLE. LARGE WICKER
CHAIR. FOR SALE. CALL AFTER 6 FOR IN
FORMATION AMY 3644M»T.
PIONEER 50 WATT RECEIVER AMD SONY
TAPE DECK BOTH M EXCELLENT CONDITION $100.00. 362-7818

Efficiency Now Renting lor Fal
1 or 2 tsmsstsr toss*, futy tumahed
at utaiaa paid Including cotor TV
with cable $286 month Phone
364-3182 or 352-1620 Evenings

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN WANTS THIS APT . but
I you hurry, ft could be yours' Cut* 1 bdrm.,
s ssstat June 1. a block from campus rent
negotiable 372-2362-day. 352 8369 night
CARTY RENTALS
Apts -Houses-Rooms
Summsr Rentaa-3 mo 1st***
Phone 352-7385
Carty Rentals
2 bdrm. apt. tor 3-4 students
1 bdrm house. 12 mo. tote* starting In Mty
Phone 362-7366
Cozy Houtetraaar tor rant this summsr. Perfect
tor tan. $460 total, no utmtlee Furnaned
Located 3rd > Manvas 354-3008
Fumahed apartment 1 or 2 persons AC
Avsaaba May 1 5 Cal 354-1723 evening*
■tOCKLEOQE MANOR
1 svsaahto. fumahsd
2 bdrms., 2 bathe, dahwaerar
extra storage. 4 parsons
Comer of 8th I S. Coeege
Cal John Nswtovs Reel E state
364-2260

Fumahed tower dupax lor 4
Fumahsd upper duplex tor 3.
Summsr I Fal
Phone 352-0838
I Aprs tor 88-87 school year
Smth-Boggs Rsntafa Office 632 Marrvat. rear.
352-8457 between 12-4
Need sublessor* lor Summer V*ry rsssontbis,
wa pay security depot* Cal Mary or Just
363-2224

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

Party Room
Cal 352-8378

. Phone #.

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

SUMMER RENTALS
112 br turn apts on 3rd St. FREE AIR CON
DrnONtNG. water, sewer etc Reduced rats*
VERY REASONABLE.
FALL-SPRING 86-87
2 br. unfa al 800 3rd St. $ 82* 6th St OwnaeJ
pays tor AC on 3rd St. and tor wstsr, sew
heet both locations Limited Opemnge
Cal 362-5163 days. 352-4866 eves

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)

0|t,M|0.W
..D.A.M.-

Two bedroom fumahed apts. tor Fal.
362-2663
Two bsdroom apartments a aeaha tor FaJ
University Vaage 362-0184
VM-wanor Apartment*
Vacancy tor Fal. 4 gxte-ttudents race!
accommodattone-qulel plica to study
352-2858
SUSLCASE

Classitlcstlon In which you wish your ad to appear
Campus 4. city Events*

_

Lost t Found
RkJes
Services Ottered
Personal!

_
_
_

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

•Csatpua/CHy Event ads are pubtishsx) tree cal charge tor one day lor a non-proftl event or msstfng ofay.
Dates ot Insertion .

Ma* to: (On or Off-Campus Mall)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to 77* BG N»wa)
Phone: 372-2801

Total number of days to appear.

MANVILLE

MANSION

FO

OraelbOatun 1 block from osmpua Four hugaT
bedroom*, big ktchen. greet for portal! Yoi
lave to see II to beeeve «! Cal 352-3088 Go
ngfeet CHEAPI
Three bedrc

Ctoss to

Fraaa Mty IS at Atajsat II
araarae. CtS 372-8J24, prte

•2BEDROOM-FURN « UNFURN .•
■PRrVATE SLEEPtNG ROOMS"
Mator UaWes I Cable TV Fum
On* he* Block Off Cempu.
CALL TOM
Mon -Ffl 7 AM-Noon 362-4873
tSantng $ wkend 362-1800
USING 8.C.U. MODEL LEASE

THE HEAT IS ON!

ContsntK

Aroa excursions, p.8
BQSU in lumnw, p.3
Picnic throughout history, p.»
Avant garda transportation, p.4
Black Swamp Bicycling Soclaty, p.10
Hosts! travsHng, p.6
Things to do In Tolado, p.11
Tha boach In ravtaw, p.6
Sunny study detractions, p.7
Bald oagloa roost noarby, P-12
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"The heat Is on!" Special Edition Tabloid Staff

We've got a meat and cheese
tray that is perfect for your
graduation party.

managing editor
Caroline Langer
design coordinator
Geoffrey Barnard
jack-of-aH-trades
Dave "StM Unemployed" Harding
layout coordinator
PMp B. Wilson
writers
Tracey Batdorf, Patti Boerger, Ron Coulter
Laura Gorman, Valerie Lonero, Susan McDonald,
Beth Murphy, Amanda Stein, Barb Symbol*
chief copy editor
Ron Coulter
copy editors
Brian R. Bal, Ron Fritz, Beth Murphy
photo editor
Joe Photon
photographers
Greg Connel, Peter FeNman, Alex Horvath,
Jim Kitz, Jacquie Pearson
production staff
Jim Hardy, Linda Homan, Tracy Stein

Call the
@)

•*

Deli

On the coven One way to have fun in the sun. Is by dancing at
the Rally By The River parties on Friday afternoons on
downtown Toledo riverfront. Photo by Joe Phelan.
"The heat is on!" is a special advertising suppliment to the BG
News, published April 30, 1986, afl rights reserved.

352-4683

1096 N. Main, B.G.

FOR PEOPLE
GOING
Make your travel plans with the largest full
service travel agency. Over 1,000 offices serve you.
For information about membership and Travel
Agency Services, call you local AAA.
AAA TRAVEL — 352-5276
AAA SERVICES — 354-2511
Wood County AAA
414 E. Wooster St.

=•*

WINESHOP
Still the Best Kept Ice Cream
Secret in Bowling Green

Gelato
HOT COFFEE,
HOT TEA AVAILABLE

I
"I
Special:
Bring this coupon in
(.eiaio j and buy 1 Gelato or fruit ice
75c a cup i and your friend gets one free

Now Available: pinis. quarts, gelaio cookies and milkshakes.

Check our Italian pizzelles with creamy gelato packed inside.

Resolve to Break Your Diet at The Aspen Wine Shop
♦ Creamy Chocolate ♦Oreo ♦Raspberry ♦Orange ♦Peach ♦and maay more

S,0

P

,n ,odav for

y°ur

free ,as,e
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The Portage Quarry is just south of Bowling Green on Rt. 25. It offers activities like swimming, scuba diving, horseshoes picnicing. The quarry is a
great warm weather diversion for students during the summer session.

Campus shines in summer
by Susan McDonald

For most students the last remaining weeks of the semester are the only
obstacles in the way of the endless
days of warm weather and relaxation
away from school. But for students
spending their summer in Bowling
Green, they are only a few weeks
away from a summer filled with different kind of campus atmosphere
and activities.
"During the week it (summer
school) was a lot of work. During the
weekends it was Just total fun." said
Debbie Schwartz, sophomore fashion
merchandising major who attended
both school sessions last summer.
"You would meet a lot of new people."
Susan Leonard, sophomore social
work major agreed.
"I thought it was really a good
time. The atmosphere is really relazed because it was the smaller
classes," said Leonard, who attended
the first session the summer of 1984
and the second session last summer.
One of the reasons they said a
summer in Bowling Green was "a
good time" was because of going to an
increased number of off-campus parties or to the bars.
Jeff Uhlman, owner of Howard's
Club H, 210 N. Main, said that because
of the 35 to 40 percent drop in the
actual student count, he brings in
older rock and roll bands to cater to
the 20 percent increase of the number
of local patrons.

University festivities enjoy its place in the sun
with off-campus parties and a mellow bar scene
He said he also noticed a change in the
students during the summer.
"(The students are) a little less
rowdy and a little more laid back," he
said.
BUI Gamble, general manager of
Uptown/Downtown, 162 N. Main, also
said the students are more relaxed
than during the fall and spring terms.
"The students are not as rambunctious and rowdy in the summertime

"The students are not as
rambunctious and rowdy in
the summertime as the
wintertime"
— Bill Gamble
as the wintertime, and that is partly
due to the number (of them)," he
said.
"We experience quite a big drop in
the summer," Gamble said, referring
to his estimate of 3,000 to 4,000 students during the summer compared
to about 17,000 during the regular
academic year.
He said that there was also a decrease in the number of students at

•> •■!■> m UA< •.«.•.•.» viwwww

the bars since the summer sessions
involve freshman who are not old
enough to drink.
Traci Stern, sophomore psychology
major who attended both sessions in
1964, said that the Student Recreation
Center was another popular alternative for students.
This summer the Rec Center will
have special break hours effective
from May 3 to June 8. During these
dates, the center will only be open
from 12 p.m. to 9 p.m. From June 9 to
Aug. IS, the weekday hours will be
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and on Saturday
and Sunday from 12 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The Student Recreation Center will
also have a summer Learn to Swim
program. Sign-ups are June 2 and the
sessions will start June 16. Aerobics,
weight room awareness and scuba
diving lessons will also be offered.
For students who would rather
spend their leisure time outdoors,
however, the Portage Quarry Recreation Club, located one mile south of
Bowling Green on Route 25, will be
; again this summer on MemoThe 22 total acres include activities
such as horseshoes, volleyball and
scuba diving besides swimming.
The coat is $2 per person. Season
iV D < I ' i ■ i

passes are available at the i
The University Activities (
tion will also have several ac
this summer.
"We have always done a film series. We will run them on Wednesday
nights again," said Gale Swanka,
UAO director. She said that the
charge for each movie would be 50
cents, although most of the other
programs UAO would try to make at
no cost

"I thought it was really a
good time. The atmosphere
is really relaxed because it
was the smaller classes"
— Susan Leonard
These include tentative arrangements to have local musicians, mimes
and performances of University theater musical numbers in the union
oval
A definite trip to Cedar Point
Amusement Park is also planned,
although the date has not been set yet.
Students will be able to get discounts
on the price of admission because of
the group rates she said.
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Student BMX racer
two wheels his way
to top state ranking
by Amanda Stain

Even though he is now ranked first
in the state Tor his age class, BMX
racer Shaun Boyd, sophomore psychology major, was not always so
skillful on wheels.
"The first time I rode without
training wheels I ran into a tree. I Just
kept staring at it. It was like I was
hypnotized, he said.
Boyd became interested in motocross racing about five years ago
after seeing professionals on TV.
"I thought it looked pretty hip. So
for Christmas that year, I asked my
mom for a bike and I was racing by
January," he said.
During the school year, Boyd curtails his racing to weekends, but when
summertime arrives, he expects to
compete about five times a week.
Alone with that, he trains at least 1015 miles every day.
"In something like this, you have
to keep up with it or you'll fall behind.
And I enjoy it a lot, so that helps," he
said.
In competition, riders are divided
into four classes (beginner, intermediate, expert and pro), which are
further divided by age groups. Boyd is
currently in the 17-and-over expert
class.
"Normally, you have to win about
ten races a year in order to advance in
class. I hope to win pro at the end of
this year. That's when you make the
bucks," he said.
A winner of a national race at the
pro level can win approximately
$3,00045,000, Boyd said. In local
races, the stakes are much smaller,
somewhere around $500.
Those not fortunate enough to race
for the big money compete amongst
themselves for points and trophies.
"Everybody usually goes for the
points. That's what they go by for
national and state rankings. You're
ranked two times. First, with everyone and then with your age group," he
said.
Boyd is ranked first in the state for
his age group and fifth in the state
overall.
Brady's Bike Shop in Tiffin is
Boyd's sponsor, a Job which includes,
among other things, paying for everything that gets broken during Boyd's
many races and frequent crashes.
"I've had the frame and the fork
(of the bike) for about three years
now. But Brady's has to keep replacing all the other parts because I keep
busting them up. he said.
His sponsor also supplies him with
his gear - long-sleeved shirt, long
pants and a helmet-and a lot of
moral support. Without the help of his
sponsor and Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Fowler, a couple from Tiffin he met
through racing, Boyd does not think
he would have gotten as far as he has.
"They're the real reason I sot #1.
They took me to the races and let me

stay with them on the weekends. I
couldn't have done it without them,"
he said.
Boyd has a collection of about 175
trophies. He could have had more, but
recently he has been giving the trophies away.
"I guess I have given away about
25 or so. I started running out of room
for them. I have some at my house,
some here at school and a lot at
Brady's," he said.
Boyd said the sport is not a very
dangerous one. He has only broken
three bones in the five years he has
been racing, which, according to him,
are pretty good odds.
"My worst crash was just a couple
of weeks ago. I dislocated one finger,
Jammed another and scratched myself up kind of bad. But that's pretty
rare. In all the time I've been at the
tracks, I've only seen maybe two
people who have had to go to the
hospital," he said.
Boyd has one piece of important
advice to anyone who is thinking of
entering the sport.
"You have to make sure that if you
So down you get out of the way in a
uny. The other riders wouldn't think
twice about running you over," he
said.

Shaun Boyd

Photo by Alex Horvath

Bored?
Try skateboarding
by Trocay Batdorf

Faster than a speeding student on
bis way to class. Able to leap cracks
and crevices in a single bound. It's a
bird, it's a plane, it s Super Skateboard?
Skateboarding, which was a popular fad over a decade ago, has come
back to college campuses, according
to Sean North, sophomore international business major.
Although it has not become universal at theUniversity, North said about
20 percent of the students on the West
Coast, especially in California and
Florida, skateboard to class.
"People are more liberal there,"
North said. "Besides, the weather is
wanner."
North said be has been skateboarding for about 10 years with
friends.
"It's what I always grew up riding," be said. "Some people ride a
bike, I ride a skateboard."
North has had his "Sure-Grip"
board for about three years and Insists his five pound platform on
wheels is convenient.
"I don't have to bother locking it up
or having parts stolen. I lust put ft
under my chair in class," he said.

"I don't care if it's cold out, as long
as it's dry. I'll ride," North said. He
explained that when it rains, his feet
get wet and this inhibits "gripping"
the board.
When the weather permits, North
said his board travels about 15 m.p.h.
"I can get to any class in five minutes
or less, he bragged.
North said so far be has had no
skateboard accidents because he does
not "freestyle" skateboard, that is, he
does not do tricks.
"I broke my nose last year and a
lot of people thought it was because I
fell off my board, he said. "If I did
get into an accident, I'd probably still
ride again."
North added he does not wear
knee^pads or a helmet because it
takes the "comfort" out of riding.
To avoid accidents, North said he
likes to ride in "desolate" places, like
behind Anderson Arena.
' 'It makes you more maneuverable
trying to dodge people," he added.
"I'm not trying to be a rebel,"
North said. "I'm lust going to class a
different way, in half the flme, and I
have fun doing it," he said.

Duane Wilson, sophomore political science major, does a 360 degree turn on
the back wheels of his skateboard. He
has been riding for just over one year.
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Hostels offer rest for the wayward weary
by Laura Gorman
American Youth Hostels offer traveling that is economical and a unique
way to see the countryside.
The name may be misleading, but
American Youth Hostels (AYH)

aren't just for youths, they're for "the
young at heart," said Matt lias, frequent hostler,
Hostel trips are not only planned for
any age but for any level of biker,
skier, or hiker. Motor trips are also
offered for those who prefer the easy

way to travel.
Some trips are planned for certain
age groups, while others are open to
all. These trips are lead by one
trained leader who is skilled in group
coordination and knows the essentials
that will make the trip safe and re

RICHARD
PRVOR

IN THE ROLE OF HIS LIFE
OPENS MAV2.

warding.

American Youth Hostels are basedon a similar protect started years
ago in Europe, where more people
travel on their own.
A hostel is a home away from home
where simplicity is the rule, Das said.
Each traveler provides his own food,
which can be cooked at the hostel
kitchenette, and his own sleeping
sack. Overnight guests pitch in on
chores around the hostel every morning before they leave, he said.
AYH is a safe and inexpensive
way to see different countries and
meet interesting people," said Das.
Hosteling has been the beginning of
self-discovery and international understanding, lias said. It also
strengthens self-reliance of mind and
body.
"Hosteling is not just what you can
see," said a hostler, "but what you
can learn to be."
American Youth Hostels encourages low cost travel for young people
and adults through a worldwide system of Hostels. This system includes
over 5000 hostels in 62 nations with 275
across the United States.
The AYH membership card is valid
at all hostels in America for a full
year.
American Youth Hostels have provided quality travel and unique experiences to all generations since 1934.
Now in their 52nd year, there are over
100,000 members.

Wcc advantage of Wood
Cablc'f PrentgUtratlon Plan
so you don't miss a minute 61
Wood Cable s great television
entertainment next semester
When you return your converter
and pay any outstanding service
charges at the end of this
semester, ask about Wood
Cables new Preregiitratlon
Wan. if you qualify, you're
eligible for priority installation
next term
Stop by our convenient
downtown office for details
about Wood Cable's 'rereglitrition Plan

118 N Mam St
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
359-8484
9 a m.-5 p m Monday-friday
9 a.m.-12 noon Saturday
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The back row

Photo by Jacqule Pearson

Bathing in the sun during last week's Bell Tower concert, Greg Kelser. sophomore accounting major, and friend* took advantage of the seldom seen sunshine.

Beach bunnies and bachelors abound
by Pottl Boargsr

Each year as the warm weather arrives, people flock to the beaches.
Some people sleep at the beach, some
drink, some play fnsbee and others like
to people watch.
The assortment of people always
amazes me. Each wears a different type
of swimsuit and is equipped with various
beach accessories
The person who is always at the beach
is the Mr. Cool. He wears Jams (surf
shorts), has a good tan and wears RayBan sunglasses. He carries a cooler
filled with beer in one hand and and a
portable stereo in the other. He usually
throws a frisbee toward a good-looking
female and crash lands next to her in the
sand in an effort to meet her.
Opposite of Mr. Cool is The Nerd. He
wears polyester red and white checkered swim trunks which he purchased
during a K Mart blue-light special. He
also wears thongs and has zinc oxide on

his nose so his tender skin will not bum.
He sits on a Goebel beer beach towel and
reads a "how-to" book. He also has a
pair of nose plugs around his neck for
when he decides to dog paddle in the
water.
The person who would rather be dead
than sit next to The Nerd is Miss Vogue.
She wears a diamond ring and three gold
necklaces and complains about not owning a ruby ring. She has a portable stereo
that matches her swimsuit, and she
never goes in above her waist in the
water because she doesn't want to mess
up her hair and makeup. She can be
heard talking of her trouble in deciding
which kind of car to have Daddy buy for
ber: a Porsche or a Corvette.
A casual acquaintance of Miss Vogue's
is The Sungoddess. She is the first one to
arrive at the beach and the last one to
leave. She has plenty of suntan oil to
cover almost all of her body because she
wears a leave-little- to-the-imagination
skimpy bikini. She always unhooks the
straps on her bikini to prevent tan

ning lines. She is happy just lying out,
letting the sun bleach her hair.
The Sungoddess' friend is Mr. Bachelor. He brings his German shepherd to
the beach and uses it as a conversation
K'ece to meet women. After the dog goes
r a swim, Mr. Bachelor directs it to a
specially chosen female and instructs
the dog to shake the water out of its fur.
Of course, Mr. Bachelor offers the "just
showered on" female one of his imported
beers as an apology for the dog's behavior as be strategically sits down next to
her and starts a casual conversation.
The woman who does not fall for the
dog routine is Miss Fitness and Nutrition. She brings trail mix and caffeinefree and sugar-free soda to the beach.
She also wears sunscreen to protect her
skin from the sun's ultraviolet rays and
has a spray bottle of conditioner to
protect her hair from the damaging
effects of the sun and water. On the sand
next to her are jogging shoes and swim
goggles so she can get her daily exercise
at the beach.

Every beach has the Young Lovers.
They share the same blanket and usually
have unusual tan lines from holding
hands and putting their arms around
each other. When their song plays on the
radio, they stare endlessly into each
other's eyes for minutes and then decide
to go for a long walk down the beach,
ifptfiBhitg water on each other.
If the Young Lovers do not cool down,
they could become Mr. and Mrs. Parent.
Toddlers and pre-schoolers are usually
running up and down the beach yelling
"Mommy, Mommy, Watch me! Watch
me!" every 90 seconds as they blow
bubbles in the water. Then they cry
because a surprise wave knocked them
over and they got their heads all wet.
They always have to go to the bathroom
and are always hungry and thirsty. But
they look cute in their little swimsuits
with their little sunburned noses.
Sitting at the beach, watching the
activities and habits of the beach bunnies, can give a person an entertaining
look at all walks of life.
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Sunshine and studies don't mix
by MM loetrgcr

On warm sunnny days, class attendance may be lower and the University's student population seems to
increase as they nock out-of-doors to
enioy the warm weather.
During these few and far-between
sunny days in Bowline Green students
have been known to ''blow off" studying and enioy the warm weather.
Karen Bauman, junior physical
education major, said she likes to go

outside and enjoy the sunshine. "I
don't even take my textbooks with me
because I know that I will get nothing
accomplished on a nice day."
She said she is unable to concentrate on her studies because "I've
been cooped up all winter long and
when I go outside and think of summer vacation, I can't concentrate on
my homework."
Steve Drak, sophomore business
major, also likes to work on his suntan. "I dream about the good times I
had at Daytona Beach during spring

break with a beer in my right hand
and a Marlboro in my left."
Frank Boerger, junior electronic
technology major, and his roommate
Ray Hoffman, senior marketing major, said they take their foosball table,
stereo, couch and chairs outside and
watch the people walk by.
"We ask the girls who walk by to
drink a beer with us and come talk to
us. Sometimes we luck out, but
usually we strike out," Hoffman said.
Boerger said"we've been known to
turn the stereo up loud and the neigh

Photo by Joe Phelan
Traffic lane arrows on Jackson Street point the way to the finish line for two competitors in a 5 kilometer roadrace held
on a hot Sunday morning last summer in downtown Toledo.

bor lady usually calls the cops on us."
Both said they like "to drive by
McDonald Quadrangle and look at the
girls in bikinis."
After the drive, "we are all
pumped up and can go slam some
hoops on the basketball court," Hoffman said."We play basketball on a
court with an eight-foot hoop. Slamming baskets into the small hoop
makes you feel like a pro."
Bob Bodi, junior finance major,
takes a more relaxed approach to nice
weather by sitting on the steps of the
Business Administration building to
"watch the nice BG ladies walk by."
Kathy Hendershot, junior interior
design major, said she also likes to sit
in the sun and enjoy the nice weather
while talking to her friends.
Joni Hardman, senior elementary
education/physical education major,
also enjoys sitting in the sun.
"I like to sit on the balcony at
Sundance on Saturday afternoons and
drink pitchers of margueritas with
my friends and watch the people walk
by," she said.
Rob Grendow, senior advertising
major, said he gets a golf cart, goes
golfing and takes along various
"mind-altering substances/'
He added he does not study when
the weather is awful, so "why would I
study when the weather is nice?"
Lori Tyrrell, junior psychology
major, said, "I drink margueritas in
my baby pool."
She has an inflatable children's
wading pool that she fills with water,
inflatable beach balls and innertubes.
"My roommates and I usually
splash around in it on our front
porch," Tyrrell said. "It's good to
cool off, do something silly and not
think of homework." communications
major, said her favorite thing to do on
nice days is have a private cookout. "
I would eat hamburgers and potato
chips with my boyfriend in a secluded
area of Carter Park."
Hoffman said, "there aren't too
many nice days in Bowling Green, so
students should take advantage of
them."

Photo by Joe Phelan
Reflecting on some of her friends,
Robin Barton, senior MIS major, listens
to the Dan Peek Band concert sponsored by UAO on the steps of the
Education Building last week.
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Museum possesses
history of its own
by Tr««y Botdorf

How does gaining a bit of historical
knowledge, minus sitting in a classroom and taking notes from an instructor, sound?
The wood County Historical Museum, 13660 County Home Road in
Bowling Green, offers a glimpse of
' events and artistic exhibits of
i area.

courthouse, and "a definite interest
was shown," Fletcher said. Thus, the
Wood County Historical Society was
founded.
Fletcher said people wanted to preserve the history and historical artifacts of the county, and in 1960, he and
Mollenberg sought out a building for a
museum.
He said the county commissioners
was building a new infirmary, and
allowed Fletcher to have the old infirmary.
In 1975, the Wood County Historical
Museum was opened to the public, he
said.

Photo by Peter Fellman
The Wood County Historical Museum, 13660 County Home Road in Bowling Green,
offers a lesson In local history, as well as having an interesting history of its
own.

The museum has a history of its
own. In 1868, the museum was an
infirmary and poorhouse, Diane Winebar, museum curator, said.
Bach slaughtered his wife, Mary, with
"It became known as "The Wood
acornknSe.
County Home' because people who
Winebar said there are approxiBach was later hanged for the murwere able-bodied worked on the farm
for their keep," she said. In 1865, she mately 2500 exhibits donated by der because a lawyer used Mary's
said, "The Home" became known as county residents. All are 100-150 years disembled fingers as evidence. Her
fingers are on display in a jar of
a "lunatic" bouse which boused "in- old and are considered "priceless."
"The oldest pieces are the Indian formaldehyde.
sane" people.
artifacts," she said. Other exhibits
Winebar said a new exhibit will be
According to Lyle Fletcher, former include musketballs and an amputa- added to the museum which will be a
tion
set
from
the
Civil
War,
Victorian
reconstruction
of a residence bedprofessor of geography at the University, be, Karl Mollenberg, a former parlor furniture, player pianos and room typical of the old infirmary.
Besides the exhibits, there is also a
lawyer in Bowling Green, and Paul organs, quilts from the 1800s, medical
Jones, former editor of Bowling equipment, farm implements, and park in the grounds surrounding the
kitchen
gadgets.
museum,
said Fletcher, also director
Green's Sentinel-Tribune, had always
The wood County Sheriff Depart- of the wood County Park Commis"shot the breeze about beginning a
ment donated several memorabilia sion. There is a small playground,
historical society."
In February 1965 they had a meet- from crimes, Winebar said. One such barbeque grills and nature trails in
the park.
ing at the assembly house, now the crime occured in 1881 in which Karl

Frisbee is 'ultimate'
swimmer land sport
by Bath Murphy

They fly through the air with the
greatest of ease, those colorful
discs that appear each spring
across campus.
Often it's a casual tossing back
and forth between friends. Yet for
some members of the swim team
and their friends, frisbee is the
"ultimate" sport.
The game is Ultimate Frisbee,
and the object is to stay in shape
and have run. It's frisbee mixed
with soccer minus a lot of rules.
"It's not like football where you
stop and make plays ... you just
keep going until someone scores.
The tempo of the game is really
fast," said Rick Reynolds, a senior
biology major.
"We have no time outs, no
halves, no periods, no nothing,"
said Tony Stopek, a senior accounting major. "Sometimes we could
end up ,rplaying for two hours
straight.
Assistant swim team coach Don
Luikart said the team began playing Ultimate about 1977 as a way to
keep in shape in the off season. He
said it's "more exciting than just
going out and running the streets.
"The thing that's nice about
frisbee is that that's all you need is
a disc to play the game. Another

nice thing is there's not a lot of
injury because there's no contact,"
Luikart said. The most common
complaints are bruised fingers and
strained ankles.
They play almost every other
evening when weather permits.
Anyone is welcome to participate
although Luikart said five to seven
people per team is best. With less
than that, there's too much running
and with more you get in each
other's way.
The game is set up on the soccer
field behind the tennis courts with
the size of the playing area depending on the number of players. The
object is to move the frisbee down
the field into the endzone without
being intercepted by the opposing
team. Also, if It touches the ground,
it changes possession at that point.
Players are not allowed to run
but must pivot without stepping
when they receive the disc and then
rit. But Reynolds said,"when
frisbee's in the air, it's anybody's disc."
"We figure the less rules there
are the more fun it is. We're just
out there having a good time,"
Luikart said. "We've got enough
competition year in and year out
with swimming six or seven
months a year. This is just to relax
and have run."

The month of May is Ohio Historic
Preservation Month. National History
Preservation Week is May 11-17, Wt
nebar said. On May 18, a caravan of
cars will tour Wood County.
"Each state is encouraged to observe its own history," Winebar said.
To observe Ohio history, the Historical Society will present an old tractor
show on June 8 and a "Folklife Festival" on September 6.
The tour schedule is Wednesday
through Friday, 124 p.m. and Sunday
every half hour starting at 1 p.m. to
3:30 pm. Student tickets are free and
adult tickets are tl.

Bowling Green offers
hot fun in the summer
by VaUrle Lon.ro

Let's face it, Bowling Green is not
the fast-paced, jet-set city that some
of us may be used to. But that
shouldn't discourage residents because there is still a lot to do in the
area - all within three miles.
For those students who are interested in a relaxing game of golf, the
Forest Creason Golf Course is located
directly behind the stadium.
The golf course opens during
spring break and is kept open through
fall, weather pending, said Scott
Bressler, athletic administrator at
the golf course.
"The course is suitable for beginners because there aren't many trees,
so it's difficult to lose any golf balls,
Bressler said. "It's a well kept green,
fairly easy and very enjoyable.
Bressler said University students
are not the only people who come to
the course.
"We have golfers from Toledo.
Perrysburg and other nearby cities,
he said.
The course is open from 8 a.m.
until dark during the week and from 7
a.m. until dark on the weekends.
Student memberships are $25, beginning opening day and lasting to graduation.
The Wood County Fair Grounds on
West Pee Road provide residents with

various attractions.
The main activity during the summer is the Agricultural Fair in August, said Pat Frost, secretary
manager for the Wood County Fair
Grounds.
"The fair usually pulls in a great
crowd, about 1400 to 1500 people,"
Frost said. "A lot of the people come
out to the fair just to enjoy the animals."
Along with animals, the fair also
offers flower and baking shows, needlework, fine arts and photography.
"The Street Machine Show, which
kicks off all the shows in June, features old cars that have been modified
and the Beef Show of Champions
encourages people from all over to
bring in their steers for show and
competition," Frost said. "Another
contest is the Mule Show."
Frost said there is a building which
individual groups can rent for wedding receptions, organizations or
dances.
"Jazzercise classes are also offered during the winter," she said.
Meanwhile, the Bowling Green
City Park, Conneaut Avenue, offers
many activities for the younger
crowd.
Beginning June 16 to July 25, the
City Park highlights the summer with
organized sports (according to age
categories) and educational van trips.
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History of picnics not one big picnic
by ton Coulter

Tin picnic. What a thoroughly
modern, Anierican-as-apple-pie pastime. A chance for Mom, Dad ana the
kids to get away from it all.

Yessiree: kick off the shoes, forget
the workaday world and leave all the
headaches and gadgets of civilization
behind.
Well, maybe not away from all of
them. After all, what picnic would be

complete without the air-conditioned
Ford wagon nearby? Not to mention
the basket, the polyurethane cooler.tbe Styrofoam cups that spill all
over the red-checkered tablecloth, the
portable stereo, the squeezable bot

ITS THE COOLEST HEAT YOU'LL EVER FEEL.

ties of mustard, the paper towels, the
aprons with idiotic statements written
on them and. of course, the charcoal
and lighter fluid.
The picnic's fusion of the time-honored pioneering spirit, coupled with
its refusal to let go of the creaturecomforts, make it a uniquely Americanpbenomenon.
The picnic is, in fact, an important
part of our American heritage. After
all, what was the first Thanskgiving
celebration but a glorified picnic? (Of
course, without such modern benefits
as honey-baked ham and the Colonel's
secret recipe, their primitive meal
couldn't have compared to our 20th
century counterpart).
Another little-known bit of American history is that the Westward
movement, beneath all the trappings
of exploration and Manifest Destiny,
was nothing more than a search for a
suitable picnic site.
Consider this entry from the journal of Lewis and Clark:
July IS
Today Lewis and I discovered a
wonderful spot, complete with a
shade tree and a {lowing brook nearby
to keep ale chilled in. It is very level,
and the grass if not so tall that your
legs itch when you wear shorts. To
mark the spot, we have left a barbeque pit ana an empty powder keg to
dispose of refuge in.
The picnic is not limited to American history, however. In fact, picnics
are as old as the history of Western
civilization.
The ancient historian Plutarch recorded the first outdoor meal called a
picnic. He coined the phrase picnic,
which comes from the Latin, pic: "to
eat" and nfr. "while covered by
ants."
The first picnic, according to Plutarch, was held by Julius Caesar.
Shakespeare, in his play adaptation of
Caesar's life, described the event in a
rarely quoted speech:
YondCassius has a lean and hungry
look/Methinks we should teed him.
Brutus:/Prepare some potato salad/Today we'll to lunch i' the Forum.

ITS BELCW MIAMI. AND ABCNE THE LAW
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
A HAyW>RD/HILL PRODUCTION BLUE CITY JUDD NELSON ALLY SHEEDY
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS ROBERT KENNER AND ANTHONY JONES
SCREENPLAY BY LUKAS HELLER &WALTER HILL BASED ON THE NOVEL BY
ROSSMACDONALD PPODUQD BY WILLIAM HAYWARD AND WALTER HILL .
[jrajjjHHCiE DIRECTED BY MICHELLE MANNING
*!^^^NJj*™E

OPENS FRDAY, MAY 2ND
AT A THEATER NEAR YOU
■
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The Bible records two famous picnics.
The first was held by the Old Testament prophet Elijah. Elijah had a
nice barbeque, but the worshippers of
Baal didn't bring the right brand of
charcoal. Lacking the "Kingsford
edge," Baal had to settle for ''very
rare" offerings. Oh, well. He slept
through the picnic anyway.
Jesus held one of the largest picnics
in history. The apostles had a little
bread arid fish, but forgot the tartar
sauce and fruit salad. None of the
nearby delicatessens were open, but
luckily Jesus knew of A Place always
open with free delivery.
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Area bikers
pedal miles
each month
by Valerie Lonero

Some people think of cycling as a
high-exertion sport, or cheap transportation, but one town group sees it
as a chance to enjoy the community
and the company of its residents.
The Black Swamp Bicycling Society is a bicycling club aimed at
people who enjoy other people's company while they ride, said Dave Brewley, first president of the club and
resident ot Bowling Green.
"Another important purpose the
club has is not only for enjoyment, but
to encourage the advancement of
cycling ideals," be said.
The group began less than a year
ago and averages about eight rides a
month which all originate in Bowling
Green.
"We have rides which mostly
range from 15 to 35 miles long which is
great for the people because they can
choose those rides which fit their ideal
length of a ride," Brewley said. "Most
of the rides cover various parts of
Wood County."
The Black Swamp Century, a 100mile Invitational trip, is an annual
tour which traditionally starts out in
Bowling Green and proceeds to Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Tom Vanden Eynden, vice president of the club, said the destinations
of the rides are picked by designated
riders.
"The rides range from leisure to
competitive rides which are beneficial to the rider. The rides are listed
by categories on a newsletter at the
beginning of each month," Vanden
Eynden said. "If a person Is in the
mood for a relaxing ride, they wont
show up for one of our competitive
races.
"We usually plan our rides to have
a restaurant, grocery store or ice
cream place, which is great for a
halfway point," he said.
"I Joined the group so I could cycle
with other people... anyone can ride
by themselves," be said.

Photo by Joe Phelan

Pedal pushers

Members of the Black Swamp Cycling Society ride over a highway overpass on Napoleon Road on the trip from Bowling
Green to Portage and back. The society often sponsors group rides like this one.

Parachutists 'get off the fence'
NEW YORK (AP) - When a guard
spotted two men perched on a fence
enclosing the Mtb-floor observatory
at the Empire State Building, he
ordered them to get down. They did,
but not the way be expected.
The two parachuted off the fence
Thursday, April 24 and glided down 1,050 feet to Fifth Avenue, where one
sped away in a taxi and the other,
entangled in a light post, was ar"Somebody was saying, 'Get off the
fence, get off the fence,' " recalled
the parachutist who was caught, 25-

year-old Michael McCarthy of London. "So we Just got off the fence. We
went that way, be said, pointing
outward.
It was the first time anyone had
Krachuted off the 102-story, 1,472)t building, according to security
chief Sal Rinaldi.
McCarthy said that was precisely
why he ana Alastair Boyd, 27, also of
London, decided to Jump.
"It's never been done before, and
people had sort of said it was impossible to do because of the shape of it,"
he said, "But you can in fact jump off

two sides, either the north side or the
south side."
Parachutists have dropped previously from the 110-story World
Trade Center, whose towers have
smooth sides smooth sides. The Empire State Building has setbacks at
several levels.
McCarthy said be parachuted from
the Eiffel Tower two years ago with a
different partner. A Mike McCarthy
was reported to have jumped from the
tower fa Paris on April 18,1964, with a
woman, Amanda Tucker. They
shared, steerable parachute and

landed safely 905 feet below.
Boyd, who was not arrested, said
bis only lament was that they left
their coats on top of the building.
"Mine was a raincoat, and I cant
afford another," he said wistfully.
"I'm hoping for good weather."
McCarthy spoke to reporters at the
Midtown South police precinct, where
he was booked on charges of reckless
endangerment, putting on an exhibition without a permit and unlawful
parachuting.
He was issued a summons returnaWeMayl5.
,
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Toledo area
celebrates
lazy days
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by Barfc Symbollk

It's a bright, sunny Saturday morning and you are tired of the same
routine. The greater Toledo area is
answer. It's filled with many
i to do, places to see and special
s for everyone's taste.
May seems to mark the start of the
Toledo's Spring events. Here is a
guide to a fun-filled day in Toledo
"Celebrate the River" is a planned
event with activities at all river Metroparks including Side Cut.
Famsworth, Providence, and Bend
View, in cooperation with the Ohio
Historical Canoe Association. The festivities occur Saturday, May 4, and
Sundays, May 5 & 19. It is free of
charge. For details call 53M058.
But every day there is Portside.
With its distinctive architecture,
Portside sits along the banks of the
Maumee river in downtown Toledo
and contains 97 shops with a variety of
merchandise and foods.
The Toledo tourist can get off the
shore and onto the water by taking a
riverboat cruise. The Arawanna Princess, located at Portside, offers luncheon and dinner cruises, sightseeing
cruises, groups and charters. To
make individual reservations call
(419) 693-2628 or toll-free in Ohio 1-800824-1124. For general information call
(419) 6984031.
For those hungering for a bit more
speed than a boat offers, there is the
Toledo Raceway Park, located on 5700
Telegraph Road near Alexis. Grandstand admission is $2 for a place that
offers excitement and food. For more
information and reservations call
(419) 476-7751.
The Mud Hens also provide the fun
of competition and now there is a
dramatic new look for the Lucus
County Stadium. It has been remodeled to provide more seating capacity
so there is no excuse for not attending
a baseball game, and there is free
supervised parking. For ticket orders
and reservations call 8934483.
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Photo by Joe Phelan
The paddle wheel boat Arawanna Princess passes underneath the Anthony Wayne suspension bridge just outside downtown
Toledo as it begins an evening dinner cruise.

In the mood for flowers? The
Crosby Gardens, located on 5403
Elmer Drive, offers 37 different formal and informal gardens with a
variety of plant materials that bloom
from the spring to the autumn. The
visitor center is open daily, Monday
through Saturday, from 1 to 5 p.m.
and Sunday 1 to 5 p.m. For more
information call (419) 536-8365.
Besides walking in the garden, people visiting Toledo can browse
through the glassworks. The Libby
Glass company, located at 1205 Buckeye St, offers outstanding values
through its factory outlet. The factory
provides products for business, school
or organizations with custom-designed logos or decorations. Store
hours are Monday-Saturday 9:30-5:30.
For more information call: (419) 7272374.

JOIN PORTAGE QUARRY
THIS SUMMER!
Get your season
passes early!
$30
individual

$65
family

Located one mile south of
Bowling Green on St. Rt. 25
across from Portage Drive In
Fraternity, Sorority and Group Parties Welcome
352-8488 for reservations or 352-9203

libby glass displays, as well as
ancient glass, can be seen at the
Toledo Museum of Art located at
Monroe St and Scottwood Ave. The
museum offers something for everyone with feature exhibits constantly
traveling from other museums. The
hours are Tuesday through Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sunday
from 1 to 5 p.m. It Is closed Mondays
and major holidays. For more infor

mation call (419) 2554000.
Toledo's Metroparks and City of
Toledo Parks offer the beauty of the
outdoors for all to enjoy and allows
the exercise buff a place to go. The
park offers several events that are
published in The Blade each Friday.
For inquiries about the Metropark
programs call 5354058 the visiting
center. At all other times, call the
nature hotline, 5354484.

Howard's club H
210 n. main
presents:

In Concert

tier
Wednesday-Saturday, April 30-May 3
A retrospective performance of rock-n-roll
Standards from the 50's to the 80s
Featuring: The Beatles. The Who. Tom Petty, Lou
Reed. Rolling Stones, The Cars, U2, Phil Collins
and Many More!

• NO COVER •
A Designated Driver Participant

Ten tips
to a safe
summer
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Bald eagles
roosting in
Port Clinton

The summer can be a time of hot
fun but unless one is careful they
could wind up with a heap of problems. Remember:
1. Never jump barefoot in a pile of
2. Don't jump in a bonfire - learn
not to burn.

by W»ndy Bridges

Courtesy of Ottawa National WlldMe Refuge
Our national symbol the American bald eagle resides right here In Ohio. Two of
them nest nearby at the Ottowa National Wildlife Refuge near Port Clinton.

Glamorized as the symbol of freedom, the haliaeetus leucocephalus commonly known as the bald eagle is America's national symbol.
Ironically, as an endangered species, bald eagles are being confined to
zoological exhibits.
However, visitors can see two bald
eagles nesting in the wild at the Ottowa NaUoiuU Wildlife Refuge at West
State Route 2 in Port Clinton.
Manager Michael Dansy said the
eagles flew to the refuge on their own
in toe early 1970s.
"The eagles attract so many visitors because it is unusual to find them
in this area," Dansy said.
The migration of water birds also
serves as an attraction of the Ottowa
Refuge.
"People from all over the country
come for bird watching," said Dansy.
"My number one priority is to provide the animals with a natural habitat and the public with the
opportunity to enjoy this wildlife."
The refuge, 25 years old, is supported by tax dollars.

3. Don't fall asleep nude under a
sunlamp for 7 hours.
4. Pirhanna don't make good swimming partners - avoid them.
4. Beware of a 300-pound lifeguard
with a "Swim at your own risk" tshirt.
5. Don't leave sweaty gym clothes
in your car on a humid August day.
6. Don't cover yourself with honey
and lie on an anthill.
7. Don't use a running lawnmower
to cut your toenails.
8. Don't chase after the mosquito
repellent truck.
9. Don't bury your little brother in
the sand and wait for high tide.
10. And remember, Tripoli is not
the place to spend a summer vacation.

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE
OUR BOQK BUY BACK HAS BEGUN!
We pay top prices for used texts. We also pay top
wholesale prices for current editions of books no
longer being used on campus. Please do not wait
until next fall; the demand falls throughout the
summer.
WE ANTICIPATE THE BIGGEST BUY BACK
IN THE STORE'S HISTORY! STOP IN AND SEE US!
Don't forget: we're a wholesaler too.

HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT
Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Sat.
9-5

530E.Wooster

VISA
MASTERCARD

